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FIRST WORD
CREATING CONSCIOUS AMERICA:
Violence—disease of relationships—can be -reduced

By Dennis D. Embry

Technology inherently

aims to create more of

something we want and

reduce what we do not want.

More food, less hunger. More com-

fort, less cold or heat. Human his-

tory documents the growing com-

plexity of technology to achieve

those ends—from flaked stones

to etched silicon. The present fron-

tier of technology lies not so

much in amalgams of minerals; it

lies in shaping human behavior,

molded by individual and collec-

tive consciousness.

As a technology of things has

allowed civilization to adapt to the

physical world, a technology of hu-

man interactions allows us to cre-

ate the kind of society that we all

seek: Conscious America, with

happiness, better relationships,

more productivity, and communi-

ty well-being the result.

Technology begins with obser-

vation. Notice the world around

us. One problem looms large: vi-

olence toward each other. A tech-

nology of human interactions

would bring us more cooperation,

collaboration, and teamwork

—

while reducing acts of aggres-

sion. Such a technology would

"We are not help-

less, " says

Embry, president of

Heartsorinos,

based In lucson.

"Each ol us

can make a dlfler*

ence. Some
20 years ol research

shews concrete

ways to reduce the

violence thai

atlBGts our

kids."

add immeasurably to our sense

of well-being.

Technology notes connec-
tions. Recent studies show that

consciousness is the artifact of

our attention and actual manipu-
lation of everyday stimuli. The
structures of our brains even

change as a consequence of our

attention and manipulation. As we
attend to aggression, our brains

focus more on skills related to con-

flict and violence. Our conscious-

ness registers threat and fear. Co-

operation, collaborations, and
teamwork suffer. Hoarding and
greedy self-interest multiply. The

most common interactions be-

come charged with hostility.

Technology alters connec-
tions. Violence is a disorder of

relationships—human connec-
tions. Community defines the

boundaries of human connec-
tions. We construct those bound-
aries by acts, language, and cog-

nition. We strike an "enemy" who
threatens us. To. strike is an act.

An "enemy" is language describ-

ing another person. To define an-

other as a threat is a cognition.

A community bounded by percep-

tions of threats from mistrusted oth-

ers will seethe with violence. A
community defined by percep-

tions of goodwill from others

viewed as friends will flourish in

kindness. A conscious America

would alter human connections to

create more cooperation, collab-

oration, and teamwork.

Who would alter these connec-

tions? Individuals like the readers

of Omni who have a positive vi-

sion of the future and sense that

their contributions will make a dif-

ference. In reducing violence, the

frontiers of a conscious America

can be pushed by conscious in-

dividuals who:

Change perceptions of threat

to perceptions of support.

Remove others from the path

or violent acts.

Substitute violent acts with neu-

tral or kind acts.

Enhance neutral or kind acts.

Such a strategy modifies the

acts, language, and cognition de-

fining a community Each of us al-

ready contributes to the growth of

the current state of community dis-

order, and each of us can help

create a different community
free of violence—especially if we
focus on changing the odds for

children since the violence by

youth and adults has its proven

roots in childhood:

A principal ... can change
school rules to the positive and

provide school-based rewards for

cooperative, helpful, and proso-

cial behavior. The "No hitting"

rule becomes "Show kindness."

The "No stealing" rule, "Share."

A PTA .

.

. can rate videotapes

and movies for their prosocial con-

tent and share those lists, since

evidence suggests that prosocial

videos decrease aggression.

An older youth . . . can teach

younger children how to avoid be-

ing victimized, since studies

show that children who are victim-

ized are more likely to harm oth-

er children as they grow older.

Will any one of these actions

by one person reduce violence?

Probably not. But repeated and

echoed in new ways across the

land, they will help reduce vio-

lence by creating a neural and so-

cial pathway for cooperation, col-

laboration, and teamwork. Recall

that the consciousness results

from our attention. If we continue

to invest our attention on acts of

aggression, then violence will on-

ly increase. If we invest our atten-

tion on cooperation, collabora-

tion, and teamwork, the result

will be more what we envision

—

conscious America. DO
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READERS' WRITES:

The agony and' the ecstasy of growing up, law's

delay, and a tale of two optimists

Kids, Guns, 'n' Responsibility

It seems to me that all the studies

you've done and all the questions

you've asked haven't helped you under-

stand teens any more than before you

started your article [Class of 2001 ,
Sep-

tember 1992], You've stereotyped teen-

agers into two groups: head-banging/

party-all-night/don 't-care-what-you-say

and goody-goody/straight-A/save-the-

planet types—neither of which is true.

Everyone's a mixture. I'm going to be

13 in January. I live in a Midwestern city

where there tends to be a lot of crime.

I lost my virginity when I
was 12V£. I

smoke, and I stay out past curfew.

That's a description of me that you

might get from someone who knows
me, but that's not the entire me. I'm al-

so against racism and drugs. I'm deter-

mined to get on the honor roll this

year. And I think about my future. Most

teens are unhappy with themselves and

their lives. I am. But I've gotten better.

It's not right to be my age and feel like

you've lived your life.

Name withheld by request

As a member of the National Rifle As-

sociation, I
feel compelled to make a

point about Beth Howard's otherwise ex-

cellent article, "Class of 2001." The state-

ment on page 35, "Number of teens

and young adults killed every day by

firearms: 23," taken literally indicates

that a firearm is a form of mobile robot

that goes around shooting teenagers

and young adults. The message that fire-

arms are responsible for the killing ot

teens and young adults is not true. What-

ever use it is put to depends entirely on

the person hojding it. People are respon-

sible.

Rushwan Dizaye

Pascagoula, MS

Brain Game
In response to your article "Brain Gain;

Drugs That Boost Intelligence" [Septem-

ber 1992], author Julia Erlich wrote at

length about the FDA's role in regulation

of nutrients available today. What had

begun as regulation of unapproved

drugs has escalated into an assault on

a person's choice of a healthy lifestyle.

I feel as though our government has

gone too far in "protecting" our socie-

ty. This takes away a consumer's free-

dom to practice preventive, noninvasive

medicine. The only light in this tunnel

is a bill called the "Health Freedom Act

of 1992," which would protect a consum-

er's right to dietary supplements. Call

or write your congressperson and give

the choice to implement a new law

back to the people.

Meredith A. Williams

Tucson, AZ

Compassion 101

Having often described myself as a "ge-

netic optimist," I was intrigued by your

interview with psycholotiisi Martin Selig-

man [September 1992). I am also a psy-

chologist, trained in clinical and exper-

imental/physiological psychology, and

have years of experience with both hu-

man and nonhuman animals. I have

learned that the way to make a name
for oneself in the field is to coin a new
vocabulary with which to describe ev-

eryday events familiar to most individu-

als in a given culture. This is exactly

what Seligman has done, resurrecting

the old introvert/extrovert and positive-

versus-negative thinking dichotomies

with the slightly different flavor of opti-

mism. Psychologists have long been

known for their propensity to "prove" the

obvious; Seligman's work is a classic ex-

ample of this. He states, "My animal stud-

ies in learned helplessness have con-

vinced me that learning underlies pes-

simism," and yet he supposedly be-

came interested in this area from watch-

ing his father struggle with such a learn-

ing experience. Seligman goes on to

say that compassion is a learned phe-

nomenon. I wonder .
. . How would he

know? He justifies the completely unnec-

essary action of subjecting nonhuman
animals to pain and suffering to

"prove" that which he has already ob-

served. Perhaps Compassion 101 is a

course Seligman has yet to complete.

Donald J. Barnes, Director

National Anti-Vivisection Society

Washington, DC DO



Everyjourney begins with a single step.

vision for the world's future. A future that stretches

from the highlands of the Moon, to the plains of Mars.

First, the pathways are mapped. Then, transporta-

tion systems will be developed. Space stations and

manned outposts are already making the leap from

concept to hardware.

Space exploration will lead us to new technologies

and it will open vast new avenues of commerce. Yet,

the most profound benefit of human exploration is the

exhilaration of discovery itself.

But once again, SENERAL DYNAMICS
America must take

the first step.
sPace Systems Division
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KATHLEEN STEIN:

Let us now praise a wonderful writer and editor

By Keith Ferreil

For more than

U years,

Kathleen Stein's

superlative

editorial and au-

thorial touch

has graced the

Among the many pleas-

ures of working at Omni,

L none is as satisfying

as the opportunity to associate

with some of the most talented sci-

ence journalists and editors in the

world. This month I'd like to tell

you about one of them.

Her name is Kathleen Stein,

and she has been with Omni,

since the very beginning, a re-

pages ol

Omni to the

benefit ol

readers, col-

cord matched only by our found-

ers, Bob Guccione and Kathy Kee-

ton. For more than 14 years,

Kathy Stein's touch has graced
our pages as writer, editor, facili-

tator, and occasional conscience.

It's a special touch, perhaps
most evident in our monthly inter-

views. The Q&A, as we refer to

it, is a vital part of Omni, the

place where scientists, philoso-

phers, inventors, and others dy-

namically involved in the creation

of the future have the opportuni-

ty to speak freely and clearly, to

communicate their views to you,

our readers. Look back over the

roster of subjects we've inter-

viewed and you will see some of

the brightest and best-known
names in the sciences. Equally im-

portant—and in some ways even

more important— are those less

well-known individuals, tomor-

row's scientific superstars, often

interviewed at the beginnings of

their careers.

The interviews are shaped by

Kathy Stein, and any of the writ-

ers who have worked with her

can tell you what a rigorous proc-

ess that shaping is. Kathy de-

clines to allow our interviewers to

take the easy way out, always
pressing them to take their ques-

tions one step further, then anoth-

er. Lazy writers get no slack cut

by Kathy; hardworking ones"
learn quickly to work harder.

As interview editor, Kathy
must perforce become familiar

with the various fields of expertise

encompassed by our interview

subjects. One month it's virtual re-

ality, next the terratorming of

Mars, new theories of dinosaurs

and radical revisions of neurobi-

ology, twenty-first-century econom-
ics, and startling insights into the

politics of the Information Age. Nat-

urally, there are several interviews

in process at any given time, and
watching Stein juggle the topics

is akin to watching a master jug-

gler at the peak of her powers.

We don't quite know how she
does it, but we are delighted

that she does.

If_ there is a downside to

Stein's involvement with our inter-

views—and the columns, includ-

ing Mind, which she edits—it is

that her editorial responsibilities

leave her far too little time to

write. And. she is a brilliant writer,

nothing less. Her seniority at Om-
ni speaks not only of her tenure

at Omni—despite 14 years here

she is in many ways the young-

est person we know—but also

and more importantly of her abil-

ities, her talent, her "touch,"

I'm very pleased this month
that Kathy's touch as a writer is

once more evident in Omni, She
conceived and wrote our lead fea-

ture, "Bioutopla: The Earth Re-

claims Itself." i urge you to read

the piece carefully. It is important,

and it is special.

Like much of the best writing,

its premise is simple: What if we
all went away? What if all humans
disappeared and all the ma-
chines were turned off? How
would our planet reclaim itself?

I knew when Kathy first asked
the question that she was onto

something special, something
very Omni, as it were. But watch-

ing her put the article together, as-

sembling her facts and figures,

complementing them with expert

insights and field research, then

bringing all of that together, not

without some pain as with any writ-

ing, into masterful and moving
prose, has been nothing less

than a wonderful process. The
piece took a while to reach its fi-

nal form, but it is truly well worth

the wait.

I hope we don't have to wait so

long for the next article bearing

the byline of Kathleen Stein. She
is already—as always^—sniffing

around some new subjects, includ-

ing her beloved neuroscience,

and I am hopeful that we will see

the results of her curiosity before

too long, Maybe you'll help me
urge her to write more: Once you

finish reading "Bioutopia," take a

moment to drop Stein a note in

care of our offices. I'd love noth-

ing more than the opportunity to

place a stack of fan mail among
the references and research ma-
terials on her desk.

Talent is all too rare in this

world, and even among rare tal-

ents, Stein shines. Join me in cel-

ebrating her talent, and enjoying

the work of a wonderful writer and

editor. Kathy Stein

—

salud! QQ
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TAX-SAVING TACTICS:

Make this year different—don't wait 'til the eleventh hour

By Linda Marsa

Tax tabs can be

slashed by

taking lull ad-

vantage of

every allowance,

many of

which won't be

available

after the first ol

Hie year.

It's
more likely thai a giant as-

teroid will demolish the earth

than Congress will raise taxes

in an election year. "It's any-

body's guess what may be

passed," says Gary N. Cohen, a

£ Bnior manager with the national

tax department of Ernst &
Young. "But most changes won't

take effect until 1993." The sole

exception is if you're thinking of

buying some extravagant bau-

bles for Christmas. Pending pro-

posals would eliminate the stiff

tax on luxury items—boats, furs,

jewelry—so it's wise to postpone

these purchases.

Despite the wrangling on Cap-

itol Hill, the time-honored strate-

gies apply: Shrewdly use the cal-

endar to bunch deductions into

one year and defer income into

the next, fund pension plans and
retirement accounts to the regu-

latory limit, and get the maximum
mileage out of your company's
benefit package.
Any number of items can be

prepaid to clump writeoffs into

1992, such as state income tax-

es, property taxes, medical and

dental bills, tuition for work-relat-

ed continuing-education classes,

child-care costs, and account-

ants' fees. You can even charge

them on your credit card as long

as the transaction is executed by

December 31.

II you received a pink slip this

year, the IRS offers relief for job

hunters. Costs for resume prep-

aration, job-counseling and em-
ployment-agency fees, mileage

to interviews (at 28 cents per),

even payments to a nanny to

watch your brood while you're daz-

zling prospective employers, are

all deductible.

If you relocated more than 35

miles for a new job, expenses re-

lated to the move may be fully

deductible. These include money
spent traveling to the new city to

find a home, the cost of a mover,

penalties on unexpired leases,

temporary living expenses—even

fees for transporting Fido to your

new abode.

Pumping money into tax-de-

ferred retirement programs, like

IRAs and 401 (K) plans, is another

way to whittle down taxable earn-

ings. If you receive any self-em-

ployment income, open a Keogh
account by December 31 . Twen-

ty percent of net self-employment

income up to $30,000 a year can

be tucked away in these tax-de-

ferred plans.

In fact, being self-employed or

having a moonlight operation can

generate a wealth of writeoffs.

Rack up deductions for a percent-

age of the mortgage or rent,

heat, electricity, telephone, clean-

ing, and insurance if you use a por-

tion of your residence as an of-

fice. Reward yourseif with write-

offs for business gifts, dues to

professional organizations, office

supplies, education expenses for

classes to keep skills current, trav-

el, or any other costs legitimately

incurred in the course of running

your business.

You can also claim up to

$10,000 for the purchase of

computers, modems, and furni-

ture. Again, these purchases
must be made by the year's end,

but you can pay for them with plas-

tic. "If you want to buy $20,000

worth of business-related proper-

ty," says Ralph Grant, a CPA in

Oakland, California, "time the pur-

chase to maximize the tax

break. Acquire $10,000 this year

and the rest in 1993."

On the flip side, find out if you

can defer income until 1993. For

example, can you postpone the

payment of your Christmas bonus

or profits from the sale of

stocks? It you're self-employed,

delay invoicing some clients un-

til January. This buys an extra 1

2

months use of that cash before giv-

ing the IRS their slice.

And it's not too soon to start pre-

paring next year's taxes. Find out

if your employer offers dependent-

care accounts, which permit work-

ers to deposit up to $5,000 of earn-

ings—tax free—and then with-

draw the money to pay for child-

care costs. Medical reimburse-

ment accounts work the same
way, though there is no cap on

contributions. The deadline for

opening these accounts for 1993

is usually in December. But

these programs can translate in-

to hefty savings because you're

paying for ordinary expenses in

pretax dollars. "Anything," says

Janice M. Johnson, a New York

City tax attorney, "that can be
paid for in pretax dollars is a real

benefit." DO



EARTH
TALK IS CHIEF:

When Seattle spoke, were environmentalists'listening?

By Linda Marsa

Celebrating

the sentiments of

Chief Seattle,

the environmental

movement's

patron saint may

Just like Elvis and Marilyn,

Chief Seattle's notoriety

after his death has

eclipsed his fame in life. The eco-

sermon this nineteenth-century trib-

al leader gave in 1854, extolling

the virtues of living in harmony

with nature, has become part of

environmental lore. The speech is

quoted everywhere. Even mythol-

ogist Joseph Campbell and
Prince Philip have referred to it.

And this past April, it was rever-

entially recited by leaders at Earth

Day gatherings around the world.

No doubt about it. Chief Seat-

tle is the ecology movement's pa-

tron saint.

be the thing

to do at Earth Day

But Native Ameri-

can scholars

think putting wonts

In the great

Chief's mouth is

politically

incorrect—and

exploitative.

Except for one niggling detail:

It's all bogus.
Historians say Chief Seattle, a

Suquamish Indian who lived on the

Puget Sound outside the city

that bears his name, was a

skilled diplomat and a great ora-

tor. But he never uttered the

words credited to him. They
were actually penned by Ted Per-

ry, a screenwriter inspired by

some writings unwittingly attribut-

ed to the Chief, for Home, a 1 972

ABC film about ecology
How this myth was perpetuat-

ed and how Chief Seattle's origi-

nal message was distorted is

like the kid's game of telephone

played out over decades. Environ-

mentalists, of coucse, see no

harm in canonizing Chief Seattle.

But Mative Americans aren't hap-

py with the cooption of their spir-

itual ethos by American culture.

Historians have re-created the

events surrounding the famous
1854 oration of the 68-year-old

Chief during treaty negotiations be-

tween the Suquamish and Isaac

Stevens, Washington's first terri-

torial governor. But they are divid-

ed on the authenticity of surviv-

ing texts.

Eyewitness accounts say the

Chief, a respected tribal elder,

spoke movingly and eloquently in

his native dialect about his peo-

ple and of the inevitability of

their displacement by the white

settlers. Henry Smith, the frontier

doctor who became Chief Seat-

tle's self-appointed Boswell, how-

ever, didn't actually publish a

translation of the Chief's speech

until 1887—more than 30 years lat-

er. By that time, the remote out-

post had mushroomed into a bus-

tling metropolis of 35,000.

"Smith was well-educated and

a minor poet given to flowery im-

ages and the romantic verbiage

of the Victorian era," says Murray

Morgan, a Pacific Northwest his-

torian. What Smith wrote was prob-

ably a composite of comments
the Chief made at two meetings

with Governor Stevens, embel-

lished with Smith's trademark flour-

ishes and warped by the memo-
ry lapses that come with time.

In the 1930s, authors tinkered

with this version of Chief Seattle's

talk. By the time Ted Perry heard

it read at the first Earth Day fes-

tivities in 1970, the speech had

been significantly altered. Im-

pressed, Perry incorporated the

essence of Seattle's sentiments in-

to a script that he wrote for the

Southern Baptist Radio and Tel-

evision Commission.

"This is where things got out of

hand," says Daniel Miller, a social

activist. The film's producers Chris-

tianized Seattle's sensibilities and

dropped Perry's name—despite

his protests—from the script,

which left the impression that

these were Seattle's words. But

the speech is littered with such

anachronisms that the only real

mystery is why no one caught on

to this artistic license sooner.

Probably the most flagrant: "I

have seen a thousand rotting buf-

faloes on the prairies left by the

white man who shot them from a

passing train." Bison did not live

on Puget Sound, which was a

thousand miles from the plains.

The speech was given 15 years

before the transcontinental rail-

road connection was completed,

and the great buffalo slaughter

peaked in 1872, several years af-

ter Seattle died. Lines such as,

"What is there to life if a man can-

not hear the lovely cry of a whip-

poorwill," are equally ludicrous.

Whippoorwills are not indigenous

to the Pacific Northwest.

"I'm embarrassed now when
I'm seen as someone who put

words in Chief Seattle's mouth,"

says Ted Perry, a tweedy profes-

sorial type who teaches film at Ver-

mont's Middlebury College.

"That was never my intention." Of

course, most people are puzzled

by the raging controversy. After

all, Chief Seattle is a revered icon.

So no harm, no foul. Right?

Wrong, say scholars. "Native

American culture is constantly be-

ing exploited and appropriated

as illustrations of whatever Eu-

ropean theory is in fashion,"

says Jack D. Forbes, a professor

of Native American studies at the

University of California at Davis.

These range from the extreme in-

dividualism of the 1 983 novel Han-

ts Yo to the New Age spiritualism

of Lynn Andrews "When," asks

Forbes, echoing the frustrations

of other Native Americans, "will

the thefts of our spiritual traditions

end?"DQ



DRESS CODE:
The ultimate PCs will be worn

By A. J. S. Rayl

Hanfwear: Com-

puter couture

makes a splashy

debut with de-

vices mat combine

function and

a bit ol fashion.

So you think laptops are it

when it comes to person-

al computers? NOT!
Dick Tracy's wristwatch commu-

nicator and those tiny Star Trek

devices that keep the Next Gener-

ation in touch with the bridge

aren't just the stuff of science fic-

tion anymore. Nearly every major

computer company is currently

developing wearable hardware.

The first generation of these ul-

timately personal computers has
already hit the marketplace. In

fact, the first wearable MS-DOS-
based pen computer—called the

PalmPAD—was introduced last

spring at a "fashion" show in Man-
hattan complete with runway mod-
els. GRiD Systems developed the'

PalmPAD for warehouse workers
and others who need to collect da-

ta and track inventory. The size

of a book, the PalmPAD—which

retails for $2,895—weighs 2.8

pounds and can be strapped to

the wrist or lower arm, leaving the

hands free.

At the same time, Symbol Tech-

nologies recently developed an

arm-mounted computer designed

for reading bar codes. Perched
on the back of the hand, the bar-

code reader scans a code when
the worker points a finger, com-
municating with a central comput-
er by radio technology.

The wearable hardware won't

be just for workers, however. "In

the future, we probably won't car-

ry paper identification or plastic

credit cards," says Roy Want, re-

search engineer at Xerox's Palo

Alto Research Center (PARC), a

Silicon Valley R&D think tank.

"Eventually everyone will carry or

wear tiny computers which we'll use

to call up our identification data."

Slated to hit the market in the

near future is the HIP PC, jointly

developed by Infogrip and Select

Tech. Worn on the hip, this IBM-

compatible machine comes with

a BAT Chord keyboard, which al-

lows users to enter data and text

with one hand through various

combinations of the keys, much
like a court reporter records trial

testimony.

At PARC, research engineers

are working on a line of "ubiqui-

tous computers," some of which
are wearable or highly portable

computers—for example, the

Post-It size PARC Tab. On this min-

iature tablet computer, the user

manipulates a stylus rather than

a keyboard to communicate to a
larger computer database.
PARC is also exploring Active

Badges, devices not unlike

those nifty Star Trek communica-
tors. Such machines would allow

bosses to monitor where and
with whom employees are spend-
ing time. To receive messages, us-

ers would go to a nearby termi-

nal or pull out a personal PARC

Tab computer. Both the comput-
er and the badges would commu-
nicate via a building-wide system
of infrared light-emitting diodes.

In Tokyo, NEC has a design

team working on a whole line of

wearable computers, including a

laptop designed for reporters

that hangs from a shoulder strap

and rests on the chest. The Ten-

der Loving Care PC for paramed-
ics features a screen embedded
in a pair of high-tech glasses and
a hand-held sensor to measure
the patients' vital signs. And the

Porto Office neatly packs a com-
puter, fax, camera, and other de-

vices into a backpack tube for

the busy executive on the go.

"We are working on designing

our wearable computers to be
more casual, more comfortable,"

says Hideji Takemasa, head of

the NEC design team.

Available by the turn of the cen-

tury in an array of colors, the de-

vices will probably be the first

wearable computers to make a
fashion statement. "In the far fu-

ture, many of these computer de-

vices will become essential acces-

sories, not just luxuries," says Dod-
ie Shepard, costume designer for

Star Trek l/and VI Concurs fash-

ion designer Betsey Johnson,
"You can judge a book by its cov-

er. If computers look beautiful,

that will say a lot about the peo-
ple wearing them." DO
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FIRE DOWN BELOW:
The Channel Tunnel's builders prepare for what they hope never happens

By Fred Guterl

The Channel

Tunnel's best de-

fense against

lire is slrrwlv to

keep trains

rolling along the

track (above)

and out of the tun-

nel. As a last

resort, passengers

will evacuate

through Hie mid-

dle service

tunnel (below).

The Channel Tunnel that

now links Great Britain to

continental Europe is not

the world's longest tunnel, but it

runs the farthest—31 miles from

Dover to Calais—without any en-

trance or exit other than at the

ends. This lack of intermediate ac-

cess turned a straightforward dig-

ging job into a nightmare of logis-

tics. With the digging now com-

plete, a different concern has

moved to the forefront: how to en-

sure the safety of the 30,000 pas-

sengers expected to use the tun-

nel each day starting in June.

Experts consider the pros-

pects of a flood or cave-in re-

mote. However, they agree that

fire could pose a troublesome safe-

ty problem. For Eurotunnel, the An-

glo-French consortium that fi-

nanced and will operate the tun-

nel, fire-safety considerations

have influenced the project from

the very beginning. A third "ser-

vice" tunnel has been placed be-

tween the two running tunnels,

which will carry trains in either di-

rection, with the primary purpose

of providing a maintenance and

evacuation route. "The existence

of the service tunnel is a recog-

nition of the extra safety problems

that exist in this kind of tunnel,"

says Eric Marchant, director of

the Unit of Fire Safety Engineer-

ing at the University of Edinburgh

in Scotland. "I don't know of any

other tunnel system that's as ver-

satile and complex."

The Channel Tunnel is unique

not only because of its lack of sec-

ondary access, but also because

its trains will run at high speeds

—

100 miles per hour—and will car-

ry passengers seated in cars and

buses as well as in rail cars. 'Re-

quired to ensure that all passen-

gers can be evacuated within the

somewhat arbitrary limit of 90 min-

utes, Eurotunnel has placed pas-

sageways every 375 yards lead-

ing to the service tunnel, where

vehicles with doctors and med-
ical equipment will greet the in-

jured. Giant fans located at either

end of the Channel Tunnel blow

air into the service tunnel, keep-

ing the passageway clear of

smoke or fumes.

But evacuation is a last resort.

Eurotunnel's strategy is to keep

trains moving so thai an incident

can be dealt with outside the tun-

nel. To this end, Eurotunnel has

ordered specially designed rail

cars that enclose both motor ve-

hicles and their passengers. In ad-

dition, an elaborate fire detection

and suppression system will auto-

matically squelch fires with water,

foam, and, if necessary, a dilut-

ed halon gas.

Despite the belt-and-suspend-

ers approach, Eurotunnel's safe-

ty plan has come in for much crit-

icism, particularly for allowing mo-

torists to ride along with their

cars. Eurotunnel argues that sep-

arating passengers from their ve-

hicles would make traveling

through the tunnel too disruptive,

eliminating one of the tunnel's

main advantages over the com-

peting cross-channel ferries.

Eurotunnel arrived at its current

safety system after commission-

ing several independent studies

to assess the potential hazards.

The researchers tested the behav-

ior of fires in car seats, the en-

gine, and other areas. In addition,

they conducted simulations to

see how quickly passengers

could get out. Nevertheless, crit-

ics have dismissed the simula-

tions as unrealistic, mainly be-

cause test subjects are not as like-

ly to panic as actual passengers.

The Eurotunnel safety depart-

ment also undertook a systemat-

ic study of all major rail, metro,

and tunnel disasters and applied

their lessons to the tunnel. Since

a passenger created havoc dur-

ing a train fire in one of the Swiss

Alpine tunnels in 1991 by stop-

ping the train in mid tunnel, for ex-

ample, the Channel Tunnel trains

have no emergency brakes.

Having a good safety manage-

ment team and making safety a

top priority in the company is as

important as the systems and pro-

cedures, explains a Eurotunnel

spokeswoman. By analyzing ac-

cidents that might have oc-

curred—near misses, in other

words—the safety staff can

make sure that the tunnel's safe-

ty continues to improve. DQ
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BONE AGAIN:
Researchers explore the keys to regeneration"

By Paul McCarthy

bone: One meth-

od tricks

none cells into

treating a

foreign substance

as its own.

After a while, the

substance is

The patient lies on

the operating table

with only the upper
half of his face visi-

ble. After ten sinus

surgeries, his fore-

head has collapsed,

leaving a deep de-

pression across the

brow the length and
breadth of a cocktail

wiener. Head and
neck surgeon Peter Costantino

peels back the skin from the hair-

line to the nose, burrs off some
bone, mixes a talc-like material

with water, and packs several dol-

lops into the hollow, like a sculp-

tor. Ten days later, the patient

smiles at his natural-looking fore-
1

head in the mirror.

The wizards of genetic engi-

neering promise to regenerate or-

other method

manipulates cells

into forming

as none instead of

gans in the coming century. Re-

searchers are already taking the

first steps toward that goal with

bone. New techniques will make
broken bones mend, infected

bones heal, and bone grafting ob-

solete. Costantino, of Wilford

Hall USAF Medical Center in San
Antonio, uses the first bone ce-

ment made of hydroxyapatite,

called HAC, as a bone substitute.

Pioneering surgeon Roger
Khouri of Washington University

in Si. Louis touts a competing
method that actually transforms

muscle into bone. Here's how the

methods work:

Costantino and his partner
Craig Friedman of Yale Medical
School are testing HAC in neuro-

logical and cranio-facial surgery

through which they reconstruct de-

fects caused by sinus infections,

congenital malformations, acci-

dents, and war injuries. The sub-

stance is a combination of calci-

um and phosphate, which, not sur-

prisingly, makes up 70 percent of

a human skeleton, Friedman
says. When used as a bone sub-

stitute, it eventually biointegrates.

The transformation takes advan-

tage of the unique processes by
which bone is formed—what Fried-

man calls "the body's own cellu-

lar factories." Through a process

called remodeling, bone constant-

ly turns over. One group of bone
ceils, osteoclasts, snacks on
bone while another, osteoblasts,

appears later to replace what
was eaten. When HAC is

patched into a cranial cavity

—

after brain surgery, for example-
it hardens and protects the area

while osteoclasts and osteoblasts

treat it like bone, robbing and re-

placing. A year later, the HAC is

completely replaced with bone.

Costantino anticipates the sub-

stance to be used in myriad
ways. Dentists will replace parts

of jaw bone, cosmetic surgeons
will sculpt cheeks, and in ortho-

pedics, a hard bioceramic form

of the substance will replace the

rods and screws now used to

hold damaged bones together.

"And you'd never have to remove
them," Friedman says.

Still, there's more than one way
to regenerate bone. Roger
Khouri starts with muscle tissue.

During the embryonic stage of de-

velopment, muscle and bone de-

velop from the same type of

cells; so, he suggests, it's only a

question of manipulating the

cells to transform one kind of tis-

sue into the other. "Any cell in the

body has the potential to turn in-

to any other cell," he says.

In a recent experiment, Khouri

placed rat muscle tissue, which

remained attached to the rodent's

blood supply, in a plastic bone-

shaped mold. He added a "cock-

tail" made of cell-stimulating bone-

growth protein and pulverized

bone. After ten days, he actually

produced new bone.

Initially the bone is soft, but af-

ter it's stressed for several

months, it calcifies and can bear

weight, says Khouri. In similar hu-

man trials, he is using a tech-

nique to repair infected or frac-

tured bone that won't mend.
With such fundamentally differ-

ent approaches to bone regener-

ation, it's not surprising to find

some friendly rivalry between the

two camps. Costantino doesn't

think humans will be as amena-
ble as Khouri's rats to carrying

around a subcutaneous plastic

mold or waiting for bone to calci-

fy. He also isn't convinced that

the bone will ever be strong

enough to bear weight.

For his part, Khouri worries

about implanting an artificial ma-
terial in the body. Although HAC
may work well in cranio-facial re-

pairs, he says, it could become
infected if used in the extremities

where the blood supply is less

plentiful. He calls his technique

true bone regeneration, while

"HAC implantation is only provid-

ing a bridge along which adja-

cent bone can grow."

One way or the other, scien-

tists in the future will be regener-

ating bone. Khouri expects the

technologies to yield spare bone
parts by the turn of the century

and eventually eliminate surgery.

"We are going to ask the ceils to

grow, multiply, and turn into

what we want," he says. DO
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ELECTRONIC
UfUIVERSE
A GAMING GIFT GUIDE:

Items to keep the New Year lively

By Gregg Keizer

Catch an

old friend with

Star Trek:

The Screen Saver.

Even H you're

not a Trehkis, you

will love nib-

bles and the Vul-

can Mind Meld.

Spend, spend, spend. If

we all do our fair share

by emptying our pockets

and tossing credit cards on the

counter^ the country will be in

much better shape. We'd be out

of this recession in an eye blink.

At least, that's what the econ-

omists and politicians would
have us beiieve. Fortunately,

we're too smart for them. We're

doling out our money in drops

and driblets. Who dares blow the

bank account when it might nev-

er see another paycheck?

Even so, you don't have to for-

go holiday cheer, not when you

can pick up some of the cheap-

est entertainment this side of a

good book. When you figure it in

dollars per hour of fun, electron-

ic entertainment on a personal

computer or a videogame ma-
chine is by far one of the best

deals around.

So let's name some names.
The Omni list of potential game
gifts works whether you're buying

for the family or slyly suggesting

something for yourself.

Star Trek: The Screen Saver.

Frivolous though they may
seem, screen savers— utilities

that blank the computer monitor

or move an image across it after

a few idle minutes—are really big

business. Their original purpose

—

protecting monitors from the dig-

ital sunburn made when they're

left on for long periods— is long

obsolete, thanks to modern
screens. Now they're just art. Or

are they just fun?

Berkeley Systems wants you to

watch pieces of the original Star

Trek TV series when you're kicked

back from the keyboard. Star Trek:

The Screen Saver comes with

enough tidbits to satisfy most
Trekkers, from falling Tribbles and

rocky Hortas to a Spock who
tries the Vulcan Mind Meld. Plen-

ty of sound and speech—includ-

ing the famous "He's dead, Jim"

—

help pass the time. There's even

a pop-up quiz game.
More entertaining than Star

Trek: The Motion Picture (at least

things happen in the screen sav-

er), this utility comes in versions

for Windows-equipped PCs and
Macintosh machines.

Science Adventure. Sadly, one

of the great guides to science

and science fiction is gone. But

Isaac Asimov lives on in this mul-

timedia educational program for

the PC from Knowledge Adven-
ture. Chock-full of topics, colorful

enough for kids, and broad

enough to keep most adults inter-

ested, Science Adventure is a sol-

id addition to what's often a pu-

ny science software section at

home—or even a first selection.

Points and clicks take you
from one scientific topic to anoth-

er, put impressive VGA images

on the screen, and run reams of

text by you. Adapted from Asi-

mov's Chronology of Science and
Discovery, the text is, of course,

literate and insightful. If your PC
has an audio card, you'll hear

sounds and speech, including

Neil Armstrong's first words from

the moon.
You don't need a CD-ROM

drive to play Science Adventure-
it comes on a bunch of floppies

—

but you'll have to set aside a

chunk of hard disk space.

Warriors of the Eternal Sun.

Okay, so maybe science isn't eve-

rything. There's fantasy, too, dam-
mit. Warriors of the Eternal Sun,

a D&D game for the Sega Gen-

esis videogame machine, lets

you play hero from the couch. No
new ground— or dungeons

—

here, for PC role-playing games
already offer first-person perspec-

tives; multicharacter bands of

dwarves, elves, humans, and ma-

gicians; automatic map making;

and realtime combat. Of course,

the Sega cartridge has a battery

backup, so you can save a
game in progress.

X-Wing. Star Trek is only one

bookend of pop science fiction.

Star Wars is the other. LucasArts,

the game-making subsidiary of Lu-

casfilms, strikes back at the

Wing Commander empire with

this PC space-flight simulator. Us-

ing the starfighters Luke Skywalk-

er made famous, you fly missions

against Darth Vader's ships.

Like Origin's Wing Commanderse-
ries, X-Wing blends elements of

flight simulation combat with a pro-

gressive story line—the three mul-

timission tours showcase the grow-

ing intensity of the battle between

the Rebellion and the Empire.

SimLife. Bring back Darwin,

set him up with this simulation

from Maxis, and he'd wonder
what part of heaven he'd found.

From the creators of SimCity and
SimEarth, two outstanding pro-

grams that mimic urban develop-

ment and global ecologies, re-

spectively, comes this artificial-

life simulation for the PC and
Macintosh. You get to build your

own flora and fauna from

scratch with a bewildering array

of genetic tools and then watch
them interact with the environ-

ment. You can even create

unique new organisms by mixing

and matching parts. This is no ca-

sual romp, for there's lots to do,

but the payoffs are impressive-

life that runs rampant. DO
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THE UNSUNG VOYAGE OF 1492:

Discovering religious tolerance. Plus, the little fire-fighting gizmo that

could, and how electricity makes you tired

In 1492, King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella of Spain were

busily dispatching lots of people on dangerous voyages.

While Columbus set off for points west, enriched by the roy-

al imprimatur, more than 150,000 Spanish Jews (known as

Sephardim), reviled by the infamous Inquisition, were
stripped of their wealth and possessions and banished
from their homeland. About 100,000 of these refugees set

sail for Constantinople (Istanbul), heart of the Ottoman -Em-
pire. Sultan Bayazit 1 1 had ordered that the Sephardim be al-

lowed unimpeded entry.

In a season when many faiths celebrate the ideals of

peace and harmony, and
during a year when vital

steps have been taken to-

ward ending hostilities in

the Middle East, the expe-

rience of the Jewish peo-

ple in Islamic Turkey
serves as a most apt les-

son, In fact, throughout

1992, an ecumenical
group of Turkish citizens

has been busily celebrat-

ing the five-hundredth

anniversary of this lesser-

known voyage of discovery, with the hope of promoting cor-

ciialry amorg ceecls Cha rman & he Guhcentennial Foun-

dation of Istanbul, Jak Kamhi, (a Turkish-Jewish business-

man) explains, "In this year of discovery, we wanted to ex-

pose the important discoveries made by Jews immigrating

to Turkey and also by the citizens of Istanbul in 1492."

Kamhi points out that, despise the fact that some other mi-

norities did suffer after the breakup of the Ottoman Empire

in the late nineteenth century, the Jews never faced dis-

crimination at the hands of their Islamic governors. "Turkish

Muslims use their religion and creed for love," Kamhi says.

"They have a saying: 'Love is the light of God. Hate is my
enemy.'" The peaceful coexistence of Jews and Muslims

in Turkey demonstrates that the fundamentals,of Judaism are

not inherently inimical to those of Islam or vice versa and
that the argument that Muslims and Jews historically have

never gotten along and never will is obviously specious.

The exiled Sephardim brought with them the glories of

Spain's golden age and made major contributions to Turk-

ish life. Many were physicians and introduced modern Eu-

ropean medical techniques to the court. The first printing

press in the Ottoman Empire was established by two Spanish-

Jewish refugees. The Sephardim's circumspection was so

highly regarded by the sultans that many Ottoman diplomats

The goal: A solution for fhe Middle East

W9'e Jews. Sephardic culture flourished wiih.n 'he Jewish

communities, which included Jews from all over Europe and
Asia Minor. Their language, Judeo-Spanish or Ladino, was
thought to be especially melodic and lent itself to poetry and
sacred and secular songs.

Nowhere was the exuberance—and religious tolerance en-

joyed under Ottoman rule—better evoked than in the archi-

tecture and furnishings of the synagogues. In fact, the Quin-

centennial Foundation has taken up the restoration of

Istanbul's Ahrida Synagogue (established in the fourteenth

century) as one of its major projects. As restorers have
been removing the rav-

ages of grime and mod-
ernization, layer upon lay-

er of building styles are

slowly revealing an archi-

tectural history of 500
years of Judeo-lslamic

commingling.

The combining of Jew-

ish and traditional Turkish-

Isfamic elements is a prev-

alent manifestation and
metaphor for the amica-

ble integration of cultures

in synagogues throughout Turkey, Arabesque styles are

found in arcades, domes, and window casings. Floors are

covered with Turkish carpets w :ih -i;en.vcven Jewish and Mus-

lim motifs. Vestments are elaborately embroidered after the

Ottoman taste for rich embellishment. Torah scrolls and meno-
rahs are decorated wih the Star of David side by side with

the Turkish star and crescent.

The aim of Jak Kamhi and his compatriots at the Quin-

ceniennial Foundation in celebrating the fraternity between
different faiths in Turkey is to offer an alternative model for

countries in which religious differences have been the

cause of tremendous haired ard human su"e.n'ng through

the centuries. "Our ultimate goal is to provide a solution for

the Middle East and the rest of the world," Kamhi says, "If

other countries can follow the example of Turkey, we can cre-

ate a new situation." Kamhi foresees a time when the

world's great religious cultures wi exist together and nour-

ish, rather than try to demolish, each other. "There are many
problems about the peace process; many Middle Eastern

countries don't believe they can rely on other countries,"

Kamhi admits, "but we have to be more clever. When we can

build churches and mosques and synagogues side by
side, hen this is the best way we can bring stability and avoid

the competition that leads to war."—MELANIE MENAGH
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An ancient relative of this gorilla once roamed Asia.

THEY'RE GIGANTIC,
ELUSIVE, AND DEAD

Ever since a German
scientist discovered the fossil

tooth of a giant primate, in

1935 at a pharmacy in Hong
Kong, where fossils are

ground up as "dragon's

bones" for traditional medi-

cines, scientists have sought
these prehistoric giant apes
that weighed 1,000 pounds
and loomed ten feet tall.

The trail has led back to

caves in the mountains of

southern China not far from

the border of northern

Vietnam, where several

jawbones and more than

1 ,000 teeth were found of the

species Gigantopithecus.

Now U.S. scientists, includ-

ing paleoanthropologist Rus-

sell Ciochon oi the University

of Iowa, are traveling to

Vietnam in expectation that

they will find remains of

Giganto in caves used to

hicc military supplies from

U.S. bombers. "On our first

expedition there in 1989, the

first joint U.S.-Vietnamese

scientific team fielded since

the Vietnam War, we found
fossils of our human

precursor Homo erectus as

well as giant panda bones,"

Ciochon says. "Both lived at

the same time as Giganto."

Giganto died off about

300,000 years ago because
"the more advanced Homo
erectus might have hunted it

or competed with it for

scarce bamboo, which

Homo erectus used for tools

and pandas for food,"

Ciochon speculates.

COOKS FAST,
TASTES LOUSY

Scientists have known for

several years that mi-

crowaved foods end up with

flavors that differ chemically

from those of foods cooked
in conventional ovens. Taste

tests with human volunteers

have shown, for example,

that cakes done in a

microwave can taste un-

AFRICA'S 3,700-M!LE-LONG RIFT

VALLEY IS SPLITTING FROM THE AFRICAN CONTINENT
AT A RATE OF ABOUT THREE

HUNDREDTHS OF AN INCH EACH YEAR.

In addition to the Vietnam

trip, Ciochon has been
invited by Chinese scierists

to a joint Giganto expedition

in China along the Yangtze
River in Sichuan, where the

oldest Giganto remains were
discovered.

While the notion of such a
creature as Giganto may
sound a little suspicious,

"there's enough fossil evi-

dence—bits and pieces of

jawbones and teeth from

China—to be certain that

Gigantopithecus existed," ac-

cording to Rick B. Potts,

curator in the department of

anthropology at the National

Museum of Natural History at

the Smithsonian Institution in

Washington, DC.

—Ben Barber

"Why do you laugh at

Tantalus, from

whose lips the water 3 iways
moves away? Change
the name, and the story is

about you." —Horace

plcssci'itly like green vegeta-

bles. A key to this

phenomenon, according to a

pair of food chemists at the

University of California al

Davis, turns out to be

something with no flavor at

all: water.

Eariier studies have shown
that foods prepared in

microwave ovens don't cook
long enough or at sufficiently

high temperatures to under-

go what chemists call

Maillard reactions—complex
interactions between sugar

molecules and amino acids.

Now tests by Helen Yeo and
Takashi Shibamoto indicate

that the key to promoting the

Maillard reaction may be the

food's water content. Yeo
and Shibamoto's work shows
that while some water must
be present for the food to

absorb microwave radiation,

too much water can interfere

with the Maillard reaction.

"The food industry has

shown interest in trying to

find the right water threshold



for each food," Yeo says.

Until it does, people who
Pake in microwaves will

probably go right on
producing angel-food cakes

that taste like artichokes.

— Bill Lawren

ENLARGING THE
MARKET FOR
PEANUTS

George Washington Car-

ver would be proud. A group

of St. Louis, Missouri, doctors

has developed a new
application for peanuts that

even the lamed botanist

didn't think of: using peanut

oil to fill breast implants.

It could offer the safest,

most natural implants yet,

say the researchers. "We
believe peanut oil may make
the ideal filler," says V. Leroy

Young, a professor of plastic

and reconstructive surgery at

Washington University who
has been working on the

peanut oil idea with mam-
mographers at the school's

Mallinckrodt Institute of

Radiology since 1987,

Peanut oil certainly seems
more benign than silicone,

the temporarily banned gel

augmenting most of the 2

million women who have

breast implants: It's nontoxic

and biodegradable. If the oil

leaks from the implants, the

body simply absorbs it—a
'

fact doctors know from years

of using peanut oil as a
carrier for long-acting, in-

jectable drugs.

Peanut oil bears more.

..resemblance to human
breast tissue than either the

beleaguered silicone or the

newer saline-filled implants.

They're so similar that they

look about the same on an

x-ray. Both silicone and

saline, the Washington Uni-

versity researchers say, can
make mammograms more
difficult to read because they

block some of the x-rays.

Many plastic and recon-

structive surgeons, reeling

from the controversy over

silicone,
:

o!low ;he St. Louis

research with interest—and
some skepticism. "I'm all for

seeking newer and improved

devices," says Edward
Truppman, president of the

American Sec ery for Aesthet-

ic Plastic Surgery. "But the

peanut oil will be in a silicons

elastimer bag, so one could

the alleged prob-

would still be present."

The American Society of

Plastic and Reconstructive

Surgeons has kept its

members apprised of the

research, says spokesman
Kevin Murray, but will reserve

judgment until seeing the

results of human trials,

scheduled to start at the end

of 1992. Only rabbits have

tried the implants so far.

—Sy Montgomery

THE CATARACT
CURE

For 20 years or more,

cataract treatment has

emphasized new surgical

techniques rather than

methods of identifying and
inhibiting what causes the

condition in the first place. :

Scionl-sts in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, however,

believe they've developed

the first drug capable of

inhibiting or delaying cata-

ract formation.

The new drug uses a
molecule called pantethfne,

a coenzvme precursor

Preventive medicinc.

common inhuman cells. n the lens. These droplets

according to George B. can block the normal

Benedek, a physics profes- massage of light through

sor at the Massachusetts- he lens. According to

Institute of Technology, and Kinet, pantethine- appears

Lawrence Kinet, chief o block the clumping effect

executive officer of Oct.. on. ram occurring.:

They and their colleagues Benedek. the author of a
have incorporated pan- classic optical study in

tethine into an eyedrop- that 1971 of how light moves

they hope, can reduce the hrough the eye, contribut-

need for surgical correction ed to the basic research
.

of cataracts. nto pantethine, and Oculon

One cause of cataracts hopes to market the drug

is a breakdown of the lens within a few years.

tissue's normally even "arieinine has already

distribution of water and nhibited cataracts in four'

protein molecules, resulting groups of laboratory rats

in jhe proteins C'ngirg in and rabbits, Kinet says.

concentrated droplets with- —George Nobbe.
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WHEN EIGHT HOURS
AIN'T ENOUGH

Feel cranky and out of

sorts? Wake up tired after a

"good" night's sleep? The
problem may be that cozy

electric blanket, the clock

radio, or even the wall socket

next to the bed.

These items emit electro-

magnetic fields, which may
diminish the brain's produc-

tion of melatonin, the

hormone produced during

sleep that regulates the

body's circadian rhythms.

ar'm-ils. h experiments on

mice and rats, Reiter found

that the animals' melatonin

levels dropped'by as much
as 30 percent.

"We know that individuals

who suffer from schizophre-

nia have abnormally low

melatonin levels at night,"

Reiter says. "The question is,

when people are exposed to

high electromagnetic-field

levels and their melatonin

drops, do they become
depressed or exhibit signs of

paranoia?"

While research on humans

THE PYTHON GICANTOPHIS, WHICH LIVED

60 MILLION YEARS AGO,
GREW TO A LENGTH OF AT LEAST 65 FEET AND
DINED ON DINOSAURS.

"Melatonin tells us when
we're ready to sleep, when
we're ready to wake, when
we'll be at our peak,"

says Russel Reiter, professor

of cellular and structural

biology at the University of

Texas Health Science Center

at San Antonio.

Reiter and other research-

ers have found that electro-

magnetic fields, even weak
ones, decrease melatonin

production in laboratory
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has just begun, Reiter feels

that enough ovicence exists

to advise caution. "The best

protection against electro-

magnetic fields is distance,"

he says. "So you may want to

avoid sleeping with electric

blankets or in waterbeds that

have an electrical compo-
nent."—Davis McCartney

"Youth condemns; maturity

condones.

" —

Amy Lowell

IF IT'S WORTH
MAKING, IT'S
WORTH FAKING

Unscrupulous entrepre-

neurs make millions churning

out knockoffs of money,

designer clothes, and art-

work. Now they've turned to

drugs, making counterfeits of

legal pharmaceuticals like

birth-control pills, arthritic

osh killers, and antibiotics.

While the Food and Drug

Administration reports that

the phenomenon is rare, it's

also difficult to detect. But

Eric Begleiter, president of

Boston-based Dimensional

Foods, thinks he's found a

solution: holograms em-

bossed on pills.

To pull it off, Begleiter

adds an edible—and patent-

ed—twist to standard holog-

raphy. He transfers light-

drfracting laser etchings io

steel plates, puts the metal to

work compressing powder

into tablets, and voila!

—

iridescent, forgery-stumping

images. The markings are so

minuscule—only a few mi-

crons deep—that Begleiter

must use an electron

microscope to inspect the

results. They can be either

eye-catching or so discreet

thai they're discernible only

with special scanners.

"We can make radial

explosions ot lines, lots of

little dots, or images related

to the product, like clouds or

sheep on sleeping pills,"

explains Begleiter. He
cooked up the idea while

ninking about "poetic appli-

cations for science" as a

masters student in art and

technology at the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology.

There, he experimented with

the edible-hologram tech-

nique, starting with food.

Frivolity begat function when
Begleiter tried mints. Pow-

dered sugar compressed

easily into a hologram, and

so, it turned out, did

powdered pharmaceuticals.

Several companies have

expressed interest in Begleit-

er's idea, paving the way for

3-D medicine to turn up on a
pharmacist's shelf near

you.—Michelle Kearns

"The philosophy of one
century is the com-
mon sense of the next.

"

—Henry Ward Beecher
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TEMPERATURES ARE
RISING, PESTICIDES
ARE MELTING

A new polymer-coated

pesticide developed by a

Menlo Park, California-based

company called Landec
springs into action only when
the soil temperature exceeds

a specific point—about the

same time the pest it's

designed to eradicate begins

to emerge. When the soil

temperature drops below

that trigger point, the

pesticide release halts.

Delivering pesticide only

when pests are likely to be
present can cut pesticide

use by 50 to 70 percent,

Landec estimates,

To control the release,

Landec incorporates the

pesticide into a thin,

crystalline polymer matrix

that it calls an Intelimer

"When the soil is cool, the

polymer is crystalline and

won't allow the pesticide to

move through it," explains

Larry Greene, general man-
ager at Landec. "As the soil

warms, the polymer melts

and releases the active

ingredient." When the soil

cools again, the polymer

recrystallizes, forming a thin

film around the pesticide,

The pesticide and polymer

are encased in microspheres
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Sy.A,\ [en microns thick.

Landec disperses the tiny

spheres in water, creating a

solution that farmers can

spray directly in the furrow or

on top of the planted soil and
then cover lightly with soil.

The polymer formulation

that Landec researchers are

using at present looks

especially useful for protect-

ing com from a common pest

called the rootworm. But the

scientists can tailor the

product for other crops by

changing both the polymer's

melting point and the

pest.cide. About half of the

currently used pesticides

can be delivered this way.

Because the Intelimers

can react to daily tempera-

ture variations, they can also

EVERY MINUTE
NEARLY 300 MILLION

CELLS IN YOUR
BODY DIE. THEY'RE RE-

PLACED IMMEDI-

ATELY BY THE DIVISION

OF LIVING CELLS.

e'e ver herbedet.. nosEiby

extending the weed-killers'

e'iic ency by 60 to 90 days.

In addition, Landec will

shortly begin field tests on a

similar system to prevent

seeds from sprouting before

it's warm enough for them to

grow. Meanwhile, the compa-
ny doesn't expect the coated

pes:ic;des to hit the market

for four or five more years.
|

— Gail Dutton

"When more and more peo-

ple are thrown out of

work, unemployment results.

"

—Calvin Coolldge

GOULASH SLINGER
SNUFFS OUT FIRES

When' Saddam Hussein

blew up more than 700 of

Kuwait's oil wells at the end
of the Gulf War, renowned
oil firefighter Red Adair

initially predicted it would

take up to five years to

extinguish the towering

plumes of flame and smoke
left behind. But a jury-

rigged Hungarian contrap-

tion snuffed out dozens of

small oil-well fires quickly

and eft ciently.

The Hungarians call their

$4,400 rig "Big Wind," but

U.S. firefighters called it

"the Goulash Slinger," It

consists of little more than

two second-hand MiG-21

jet engines strapped to a
T-34 Soviet tank. The gizmo
weighs 340 tons, requiring

the services of a giant

Soviet jet to airlift it to

Kuwait. It crawled to within

eight yards of the fires and

blasted them with water

propelled by the thrust of

the jet turbines. With 1,000

gallons of water drenching

them each minute and the

el oackwash starving them

of oxygen, the fires were
quickly quenched.

"On very small fires, it

was effective," admits

Raymond Henry, afirefight-

er with Adair's Houston-

based company who bat-

tled the fires in Kuwait.

Sandor Szabo of Szolnok

Petroleum Research told

reporters that the idea was
born during a 1968

Hungarian oil fire. Other oil

r 1

1"::-.-"' : enters, who've spent

millions of dollars on

machinery, pipes, pumps,
chemicals, and explosives

to fight the same fires,

irngh: adopt the Goulash
Slinger. However, Henry

says larger fires emit too

much heat for the delicate

jet engines to withstand.

—Ben Barber

the Hur.ga-ig.is' '£";? 'A'inci" blew ou: sr^s;'.' cii-woii wss



Innovation

ATRIP TO MARS GAVE HER
AMADMAIIICE Diabetes. It is a dis-

H NUKlflML LirE* ease that requires

constant vigilance, and while manageable, it

means a life greatly altered. Today thanks to med-
ical technology resulting from the Viking Mission

to Mars, we have the means to better manage
diabetes with surgically implanted medication
systems; which could give back normal life to a

million people.

Medical research is only one of the boons
from American activity in space. Countless tech-

nologies—things we take for granted today from
computers to microwave ovens, from automobile

design to sewage treatment-owe their origins

to space. Indeed, the quality of life in the United

States today would be inconceivable had we not

gone to the Moon, to Mars, to Jupiter and beyond.

Now the Space Station Freedom is the next

giant step for mankind. From its manned labora-

tories will come the promise of new medicines;

new life-giving technologies; new materials to

build a better, safer world on Earth.

While you may realize this, unfortunately not

enough people do. And with budgetary pressures

rising in Congress, programs such as the space
station are in danger of dying prematurely; before

their limitless human benefits are realized.

Don't let this happen. Write to your Congress-

man, to your Senators. Tell them you want the

space station launched. Tell them the future of

dependsonit. "^fLockheed
Giving shape lo imagination.



BIOUTOPIA: THE EARTH RECLAIMS ITSELF
ARTICLE BY KATHLEEN STEIN The water tower in the abandoned town of

Ellenton leaks most of the time from a small hole in its moss-covered side. A
thatch of grasses and wildflowers sprouts on top like a crude green toupee. On
the ground, semiaquatic plants'and animaJs contribute to this tiny ecosystem,

dependent on the 30-foot-high wooden keg and its incessant dripping. Left alone,

the microclimate will last until the tower rots. £*> By 1952 the Department of De-

fense had successfully evacuated Ellenton and 300 square miles around it on

the South Carolina side of the Savannah River, an incident crucial to the plot of

Pat Conroy's Prince of Tides. The government needed to secure safe ground for

the manufacture of tritium and weapons-grade plutonium, radioactive fodder for

nuclear weapons. In 1988, the bomb factories shut down, mired in safety viola-

tions, radiation leaks, and a management scandal. They may never resume man-

ufacturing their Armageddon products. &V There is irony here: The offspring of

this Cold War artifact has become one of the biologically richest research cen-

ters in the United States for the study of damaged and recovering ecosystems,

a little Eden for wildlife and ecologists. With 95 percent of the area off-limits to

nonclearance types, much of the Savannah River Site is being reclaimed by na
:

ture: a LANDSAT 5 satellite shows it as a big dark blotch of green. £%> I came to

the Savannah River Ecology Laboratories (SREL) in late spring to gather empiri-

cal evidence for a wholly hypothetical premise. The postulate: What if humans
were suddenly and totally removed from the equation, excised from the earth.

Given a factor of plague, a sudden desire to go off-planet and leave Terra as a

wildlife park, or that ETs sprayed our PHOTOGRAPHS BY PETER OOIN



What would happen if people just split the place?

planet with a species-specific pesticide— people just split the place. What would be the consequences of

human absence on large-scale ecosystems in the next 50, 100, 500, 1,000, and 10,000 years? To what

extent would nature "recover" and in what combinations of species? Aside from some ghost towns, no-

man's lands, and ruins too small for consideration as systems, the Savannah River Site has just about the

only real-life semblance to a depeopled ecostate, although Chernobyl might qualify in a few decades. <?*v

How can a reporter get solid data on the metamorphosis of a fantasy landscape? At the outset I had as-

sumed all ecologists had peopleless planet scenarios running in their minds parallel with field observations.

Not so. Many found the idea. alien, even obnoxious, and had never considered it. These biologists have

their own problems. Accurate accounting of changes in large-scale distributions of plants and animals is

next to impossible. Predicting one species' range over time is hard enough. William Cronon, a distinguished

ecological historian from Yale, voiced a common reaction. "What would happen if you took all the people

away is, for me, not a very interesting question." i?#y Research closest to a posthuman experiment is the

purview of restoration ecologists, Studying damaged ecosystems, they have one foot in a bitter reality and

the corner of a toe, maybe, in a kind of paradise regained, These are the guys who try to figure out how

best to help nature heal the land. Restoration will become ecology's biggest field, prophesies John Cairns,

Jr.—"because hardly anything isn't damaged. Only three percent of the earth's land is still wild, and that's

probably a charitable estimation." A pioneer in the field, Cairns is professor of biology and director of the

University Center for Environmental and Hazardous Material Studies at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and

State University at Blacksburg. Tall, patrician, with thick white hair, unruly eyebrows, and riveting blue eyes,

he could be Uncle Sam stepping out of a poster: The land wants you! £tv To create mind movies of na-

ture's return, you can't just rewind the film—ending with hominids running butt-backward into caves and

disappearing. Just as in reality you can't truly call it "restoration," because, Cairns says, "the place Is never

quite what it was before. In some cases, it takes an expert to tell the difference, but little things are always

missing here and there." The vast religious city of Angkor Wat, abandoned for 600 years, for instance, has

a flora significantly different from vegetation in the jungle beyond it. 2*> Little is known about pristine sys-

tems. Who took data recordings in New England before the pilgrims came, or yesterday, before the mall

developers brought in bulldozers? But most ecologists disdain an ecosystem with a human imprint. "So-

called pure ecologists will travel by air, train, car, or boat past miles of damaged ecosystems to get to the



fhere'd be lots of weed species having a good time.

pristine ones," Cairns chuckles, "to write up articles for peer-review journals on pure systems. Sometimes

they don't even know they're studying a trashed system. When I say so, they first tell me I'm wrong. I say,

'Look, here's the history.'" ?%> Okay, but what would happen to the United States if tomorrow we all packed

our bags? "Look at heat-sensing photos where all these big cities show up as light," Cairns continues. "You

have a huge band of light from Boston to Washington. I'm not sure that area would ever grow back to any-

thing resembling normal. But Blacksburg, ha! If you fly over Virginia around here, or drive through, you'd

see that it would not take long for the little patches of wildness to invade everything else. Of course, there'd

be an awful lot of weed species having a good time for a while." £»> In the sun-drenched ghost streets of

Ellenton, wisteria climbs 50 feet high into the burgeoning jungle. "First you see wisteria, then find old chim-

neys," says J. Whitfield Gibbons, senior ecologist at SREL. Our guide through the vanishing streets, Gib-

bons points out huge magnolia trees and privet hedges defying the wilder competitors. "The daylilies are

gone; deer ate 'em. Marigolds, zinnias, nasturtiums, snapdragons— they held on until the late Sixties. Occasion-

ally you see a bulb plant, iris and gladiolus, but in much reduced number Some daffodils." ^fc> This is

succession: nature's utterly dynamic, barely predictable, open-ended means of creation. "Nothing succeeds

like succession," laughs James MacMahon, dean of sciences at Utah State, at his own tautology. "You

need to know only two things to understand succession—indeed, all of ecology: Can an organism get to a

place, and can it survive, reproduce its own kind there? Time passes and you've still got the same question.

Different species arrive, maybe from farther away than early migrants or maybe poorer movers. Because

different organisms continue to arrive, conditions of the site continue to change, and that changes who can

survive there. That's the way it goes. And," he summarizes, "it keeps going like that." $V What about the

classic idea of "climax" or even equilibrium? Forget it. "Anything that resembles a status quo, a stability,"

MacMahon says, "is the illusion produced by large woody plants." Most smaller species are coming and

going all the time. Yet within this river of change, there are some rules, templates such as soil and climate.

There are large-scale disturbances wrought by man. There is chance. SREL ecologists observe how human

disturbance, chance, and the rules send succession on new trajectories. £*> Gibbons takes us to a giant

stand of bamboo that's prospered for 50 years on Main Street near the Ellenton train station. He shows us

riots of sunflowers. Moss rose and verbena dominate the road margins. Healthy arborvitae beside the school-

yard demonstrate the effectiveness of centipede grass in creating a 40-year barrier against an aggression--

1



If nature could replace dinosaurs, it could replace us.

of vines. "Now the centipede grass looks less vigorous," he observes as we drive over the faintly visible

word School painted on cracking buckled pavement. Gibbons barely maneuvers the four-wheeler down

streets squeezed tight by fists of voracious honeysuckle, muscadine, and kudzu vines. "Pavement is a terri-

ble thing," he comments wryly. £•> "Keep in mind," says Macfvlahon, "everything we do that we call manage-

ment is merely managing succession: Forestry, wildlife management, farming— all try to keep succession

at an early stage." £»V To their surprise, SREL ecologists found that getting rid of farmers brought back

the Carolina bays— strange, shallow, oval-shaped, pond-sized depressions. Plowed under by farmers, the

Carolina bays rose like Lazarus, reborn as functioning wetlands. In one bay in one year, researchers count-

ed as many as 100,000 individual salamanders, turtles, snakes, and other reptiles, amphibians, and small

mammals. ?V They recorded the rebirth of a wetlands forest. For 30 years, Four Mile Creek was used as

a discharge dump for hot water from the bomb plant's C Reactor. The "thermal spectra" of the water

spanned to 160 degrees Fahrenheit, sometimes hot enough to boil eggs. Cypress, tupelo, and other trees

cooked and died, perishing in the creek's delta. By 1978, nearly 225 acres of forest had been killed. In

1985, C Reactor was shut down, and within six years, a recovery of sorts was evident. Among the skeletons

of the dead, smaller trees are now coming up over shrubs and weeds. SREL's Kenneth McLeod wants to

bypass some successiona! steps by planting tree species characteristic of several stages down the line.

But which trees? The nuke's thermal alterations threw succession's natural trajectory out of whack. Sedi-

ment swept down with the reactor discharge elevated the delta and changed its soil type. The entire hydrol-

ogy of the delta changed. The most appropriate tree types now are not those of 1950. £fc> In a world

reacting to human absence, what would be the norm? %%> Pulling people out would result in "an ecodisas-

ter in the short term," howls Steve Packard, science director of the Illinois Nature Conservancy, "although

the world would eventually adjust. If nature could replace dinosaurs, it could replace us.- We're no worse

than the glaciers." But humans have had a much greater impact than their numbers would indicate. Pack-

ard cites the precolonial Native Americans who profoundly influenced the ecology of the Great Plains.

"Much of the planet consists of grasses and open woodlands. Peoples who lived there maintained them by

(ire." $%> Without people to set fires, Packard complains, ail 'the eastern prairie remnants would turn into

vast thorny thickets and not return to grasslands for thousands of years. "Big buckthorn patches of no inter-

est. Hideous junk! Sick ecosystems! Nothing grows under buckthorn. It's depauperate!" Without fires, grass-



land ecologies would tilt out of balance

for centuries. In fragmented large hab-

itats where lop predators can't survive,

lesser predators like foxes and weasels

go crazy, he says. Remnant species

hanging on by a claw or feeler might

well be extinguished—every butterfly,

snake, turtle, and worm. Yet "wolves,

bears, and mountain lions would be

back in some areas in three weeks.

They move!" Packard continues, see-

ing something positive in the picture.

Other ecologists agree. There are eco-

systems so damaged, they'd be worse

off if we left them to fend for themselves,

at least in the short term. One place in

particular wins the Awesome Damage
award: the Kissimmee-Okeechobee-Ev-

erglades system. Florida is a sponge slight-

ly tilted to the southwest, says James
Vfebb, Florida regional director of the Wil-

derness Society. But via dikes, canals, res-

ervoirs, and other management, water

has been diverted to the southeast, and

the system now depends on artificial sup-

plies. The Everglades, consequently, is a

structure in collapse. "Water is everything

here," says Webb. And the system has

been more greatly chained than any-

where else.

Could it restore itself? "Constraints on

the Everglades' systems will always be

present if people are here," says Lou

Toth, senior ecologist for the South Flor-

ida Water Management District

(SFWMD). But if we want to at least

slow down the collapse, humans will

have to actively undo human doings.

One step is to rehabilitate a key river,

Between 1961 and 1971, the Army
Corps took the kinks out of 100 mean-
dering miles of the Kissimmee River be-

tween the Lake Kissimmee region near

Orlando and Lake Okeechobee in south-

central Florida. They bulldozed and
backhoed and dug a 56-mile ditch as

straight as a surveyor's line.

The purity of the. canal's line may
have been satisfying to engineers'

eyes, but the loss of delicately braided

oxbows and sinuousities of the Kissim-

mee proved disastrous not only to the

local wildlife habitat, but to the entire wa-

tershed to the south. The original Kis-

simmee, with its 50,000 acres of flood-

plain mosaic, had been called part of

the "largest set of environmental kid-

neys" in the United States. Like huge,

shallow sieves, the system filtered a

fresh, broad sheet of water flowing to-

ward the Everglades. The system was
driven by the flooding and the regular

periodic drying out of the flood plain.

Channeling the river stopped the flood-

ing and made the land the cornerstone

of the massive development of the Orlan-

do-Disney area. But the- larger effect

was to put the rest of the state in need
of a dialysis machine.

Fortunately, the engineers didn't fill

in the old streambed; the original Kis-

simmee is still mostly there. After years

of hemming and hawing, federal and
state governments with the SFWMD
have embarked on a $519-million-plus

project to restore part of the river.

They will knock down dams, cut

through levees, and plug up the cen-

tra! canal to let the river regain some of

its natural structure and function. It will

cost ten times more to retrofit the Kis-

simmee than it did to straighten it out.

A test phase of the plan diverts wa-

ter from the ditch back into a section

of the original Kissimmee, designated

C-38. Skimming C-38 in an airboat

with Okeechobee field-station supervi-

sor Lloyd Mitchum, we duck out of the

canal and into part of the old river run

where for the last two years the stream

has flowed almost freely. The difference

is immediate and striking. "The water's

nice and clear in here," Mitchum
points out. "Before it was stagnant. On
Pine Island Slough, the only flow was
the wind. It was denuded." On the

banks of the concrete ditch, scrubby

weeds'struggle. Back in the "revital-

ized" oxbows is a cornucopia of prim-

rose willow, blue pickerelweed, orange

hemlock, cypress, marsh pinks, and
many more blooms. Largemouth bass

and other game fish are spawning
again. Migratory waterfowl and bald ea-

gles slowly return to the renewed patch-

es of wetland. "I could spend all my
time out here," confesses Mitchum.

What would happen if we aban-

doned the Kissimmee to its fate as a

ditch? I asked Lou Toth. "The Corps of

Engineers did a great job of designing

this canal," he says. "It'd probably

take eons, millions of years for this sys-

tem to revert to any semblance of its pre-

canal form." But if the ditch did silt up

and the river did run .naturally from the

upper lakes, you could kiss off Disney

World—it would be Disney Wetland.

And the rest of South Florida?

Storms half the size of Andrew will take

care of structures on the barrier islands

pretty fast. Rust and rot, says Webb,
will finish off everything the storms

miss. If greatly disturbed areas, "like the

tomato farms that grow the plastic bul-

lets we send up north for your salads

were taken out of production," Webb
continues, "these areas would soon be

filled solid with Brazilian pepper trees,

the exotic that ate Florida." Eventually,

natural cycles would rid the system of

the monoculture, and a thousand years

down the pike, there would be mixtures

of native and exotic flora and fauna in



new combinations. Finally, the Ever-

glades might function much as it did be-

fore the Europeans came.

What is the impact of human ab-

sence on human artifacts? Photogra-

pher Peter Goin of the University of Ne-

vada at Reno documents the effects of

human use and abandonment. Aban-

doned landscapes, he observes, show
characteristics no longer truly human.

Although people have vanished, the ec-

osystem is still enmeshed in the human,

still "artificial." The environment turns hy-

brid, to something entirely new where

natural and human are closely interwov-

en and altered . But the balance chang-

es profoundly.

Goin has photographed ruined civ-

ilizations of Central America, the near-

forgotten Erie canal network of upstate

New York, and the ravaged strip-

mined uplands of the Mesabi iron

range in Minnesota. In Nuclear Land-

scapes, he pursues the phantom shad-

ows of radiation on the testing

grounds of Alamogordo, Trinity, French-

man's Flat, photographing radioactive

vegetation blanketing the massive bunk-

ers on Eniwetok and Bikini. These are

the new mythic places, contemporary

relics, vast forgotten structures that

serve as our abandoned temples. In

their midst, biota reasserts its claim.

Throughout the Northeast corridor, bi-

ota is already reasserting its claim

where the intensive farming of the nine-

teenth century was abandoned almost

overnight, says Mark McDonald, terres-

trial ecologist at the Institute for Ecosys-

tem Studies in Millbrook, New York, In

the trashed forests of the East, cedar

and aspen already restock ruined

land. Light-tolerant birch come up read-

ily on cutover areas, preparing the ar-

ea for the return of the grander species,

the great white pine and spruces. "In

the suburbs," speculates McDonald, "for-

est canopies will arch over lawns that

have quickly assumed a meadowlike

quality. Roofs are the first to dissolve,

followed by walls." From the air, he

says, you'd see "thousands of empty
foundations, especially the very water-

proof ones, filled with water, with trees

crowding the edges and growing

through. Swimming pools would be-

come miniswamps, homes for ducks."

Birds carrying privet seeds would cre-

ate high gardens in road medians long

before the concrete started to disinte-

grate. "At first, the main predators

would be roving bands of wild dogs
and feral cats," Sieve Packard says.

"But after a few decades, they'd be

dead meat, prey themselves to wilder

species. Many suburban scavengers

would die without human junk food." (In

some canyons, University of California

Santa Cruz ecologist Michael Soule has

seen that when coyotes appear, the na-

tive bird populations remain higher. Do-

mestic cats that prey on the birds are

preyed upon by the coyotes.)

Species with special relationships

with humans— not just barnyard ani-

mals, but pigeons, pheasants, rats, and

mice—would decline. Some might suc-

cessfully revert to the wild. Pigs and hors-

es already have. Semiferal pets and
their wild cousins might also breed:

Would a Maine Coon cat mate with a

lynx? A roving Airedale with a coyote?

In towns, every long-standing structure

would become a nest, den, burrow, or

condo for bats, raccoons, foxes, moun-
tain lions, skunks, opossums, muskrats,

woodchucks, and groundhogs—even

bears. All have been eyeing these struc-

tures for decades and would rush in if

the current residents were gone, giving

new meaning to the term "mixed-use res-

idence." Deer and Canada geese, al-

ready suburbanized, would settle in with-

in days.

Armadillos would churn up lawns

throughout the South, stirring and fer-

tilizing and speeding the development

of the meadowland. Beavers would set

to work damming creeks in parks, ere-
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ating ponds in downtown areas, provid-

ing habitats for amphibians, reptiles,

and waterfowl among sernisubmergerj

parking meters. River otters would
swim among bridges. Tall buildings

would become aeries for hawks, pere-

grine falcons, owls, and other raptors.

Songbirds would return to the trees in

vanishing streets. Decades of struggle

might ensue before certain blocks, sub-

divisions, or towns might be dominat-

ed by one species or group of coevo-

lutionary species and their predators. In

his essay, "The Arboretum Aban-
doned," William Jordan III of the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin-Madison Arbore-

tum imagines "the years when the wood-
peckers attacked the houses . . . when
hordes of squirrels and rabbits spilled

out of the abandoned parklands."

Freeways would become major ani-

mal corridors, with species commuting
down weedy continental highways, bear-

ing seeds in their mouths or stomachs.

"Seed carriers are all over the place

now; if they had a place to go, they

would," says Cairns. Corridors can be

cardiovascular networks for ecosys-
tems. Long-distance travelers would be
ambassadors of new combinations of

flora and fauna. Today's road-kills

wouid be delegates from one patch of

wildness to another. And just as there

are specialized human auto cultures in

the niche of the interstates, in a peo-

pleless world, some animals would
adapt specifically to the corridor con-

ditions of the vast earless pathways.

"Most dams would silt up in a big hur-

ry—sixty years," says Cairns. "They can

barely keep them clean now. First

they'd- become a swamp; then a

stream would work its way through the

swamp and then a waterfall. A tremor

would crack the concrete somewhere,
and water would get in, freeze, and wid-

en the crack. Another tremor; then col-

lapse. I don't think the Grand Coulee'd

last more than one, two hundred
years." Others disagree on the durabil-

ity of this largest concrete structure on
Earth. In a 1984 Smithsonian article, en-

gineers told James Chiles the dam
could last 5,000 years or more, conceiv-

ably until the next Ice Age. An aban-

doned World Trade Center, the experts

claimed, might last a millennium, then

crash in a hurricane, victimized by rust

in basements filled with river water.

"I'm a bit cynical about engineering

estimates of durability," says Cairns.

"I've seen landfills that were not sup-

posed to leak and storage containers

for radioactive wastes that failed long

before the estimated life expectancy. I

suppose engineers and geologists

view the term last' differently. My view

is tiow long is it capable of making the

CONT-NUFj on PACE 108



pADTU WDRK^ Gazing down at Satellites let us keep tabs
[_/-\r\ I n VVWrvrxo

the earth tnrougn the eyes on everything from

BY ERIN MURPHY of a satellite has

become almost common-
place these days.

the environment to hostile

armies to the weather.

In examining satellite photos

so exhaustively, its imperturbable vastness.

perhaps we have begun to The photos that

overlook the simple grace the pages of Looking

beauty they offer: seeing the at Earth by Priscilla

(Turner Publishing)

remind us of this uniquely

modern pleasure.

(Yellowstone National

earth from above in Strain and Frederick Engle Park, below).
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eteor Crater Road winds through an arid plateau

i! in northern Arizona, a couple of miles east of the

abandoned one-horse town, Two Guns. The red

soil plastered across this desolate stretch of land can sup-

port only grass, weeds, and an occasional shrub. The

flat, uniform terrain extends as far as the eye can see,

broken up only by the mountains and mesas dotting the

horizon. Except for periodic signs advertising The plan-

et's most penetrating natural attraction, there is not the

slightest hint of anything strange. Then, all at once, a hill

rises from the plain, and beyond the crest, a vast concave

bowl comes into view. This humongous depression in the

drab and dusty earth is deep enough to swallow a 60-

story building, wide enough at its base to cradle 20 foot-

ball fields side by side. The forces of nature responsible

for the awesome and inspiring spectacle called Meteor Cra-

ter are almost impossible to conceive.

Yet back around the turn of the century, Philadelphia

lawyer and mining engineer Daniel Barringer strived to do

just that. Obsessed with the heretical notion that this mon-

strous pit was formed by a rock crashing down from

space, Barringer bought the crater in 1903 and spent the

rest of his life—some 26 years—trying to prove his theory

correct. In a series of groundbreaking experiments, he

shot bullets from his high-powered rifle into the dirt. No
matter what the angle of entry, Barringer found, the high-

velocity bullets made smooth, round holes similar in

shape to the crater itself. The conclusion: The crater had
been formed not by a volcano or some other terrestrial

phenomenon, but rather, by a high-speed projectile from

the sky. To strengthen his case, Barringer documented
the distribution of abundant iron meteorites around and
even within the crater.

Though his evidence was strong, Barringer could not

convince the geological establishment with its deep-
seated bias against the notion of giant stones dropping

from the heavens. The underlying controversy had first

raged in the early nineteenth century, when the British geol-

ogist Charles Lyell assailed the theory of "catastrophism."

In his classic 1830s text, Principles of Geology, Lyell

claimed that everything on Earth could be explained by

smooth, gradual changes; he flatly rejected the idea that

extraterrestrial objects could influence terrestrial life.

As far as Meteor Crater was concerned, this bitter dis-

pute continued unabated until 1956, when Eugene Shoe-
maker, a scientist at the U.S. Geological Survey in near-

by Flagstaff, Arizona, arrived on the scene. In the course

of preparing the first detailed geologic map of the site, shoe-

maker, tsji !ett,

searches for proof of

cosmic rtsttorc
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maker looked at every part of the cra-

ter, identifying and mapping the strata

as well as deformation in the crater

wall. He found coesite, a type of silica

that forms only under very high pres-

sure. Deposits along the crater wall, he

discovered, contained oxidized mete-

orites and glass impregnated with trac-

es of meteorite in the form of melted iron

and nickel, Shoemaker also showed
that the crater was similar in structure

to nuclear blast sites in Nevada, Judg-
ing from the evidence, he concluded

that the mammoth crater was actually

formed when a 45-meter-wide iron me-

teorite crashed to Earth at the incredi-

ble speed of as much as 50,000 miles

an hour. The impact, which occurred

50,000 years ago, according to Shoe-

maker, sent 300 million tons of rock fly-

ing out of the crater; some of that rock

formed the crater rim.

Today, of course, few scientists

doubt that space rocks regularly plum-

met to Earth. Sometimes, although rare-

ly, these visitors are very big rocks

—

asteroids or comets. Both consist of

material that never quite made it into

planets when the solar system was cre-

ated 4.5 billion years ago. Asteroids are

solid, stony objects; comets are "dirty

snowballs"— mixtures of dust, rocks,

and ice. When one of these objects

crash-lands, it leaves behind a telltale

crater and other signs of destruction.

In the' past few decades, scientists

have begun to appreciate the role im-

pacts have played in shaping our plan-

et. With this recognition has come a
heightened awareness about the poten-

tial for mayhem and destruction, per-

haps even extinction, from errant

rocks in space. Even the powers that

be on Capitol Hill have recently taken

note. In 1990, Congress asked NASA
to investigate the threat posed by "near-

Earth objects"— asteroids and comets
flying in orbits that bring them perilous-

ly close to Earth. In response, two doz-

en astronomers and planetary scientists

met throughout 1991 to devise a strat-

egy for detecting the killer rocks among
us. NASA assembled another panel of

scientists, which met in 1992, to figure

out ways of fending off or deflecting

deadly extraterrestrial objects that

might otherwise hit the earth.

Brian Marsden, astronomer at the

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observato-

ry in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and

a member of the detection task force,

finds some irony in the situation. "In an-

cient times, astronomers were sup-

posed to protect the earth from danger.

They had to predict things like eclips-

es, which were feared because no one

knew whether the sun would come
back out again. The job really hasn't

changed that much. Now we believe

the earth may be in danger from a col-

lision, and it's up to the astronomers to

determine if and when such an event

might happen and then suggest amel-

iorative measures."

That job is crucial, given the poten-

tial consequences of a direct hit. "It

makes little difference whether we col-

lide with a giant asteroid or a giant com-
et," says Clark Chapman from the Plan-

etary Science Institute in Tucson, a mem-
ber of both the detection and deflection

committees. "The important point is

that a very big, very-fast-moving thing

suddenly stops. That causes a rapid re-

lease of energy, about as rapid as the

explosion of a bomb." If, for example,

a 1.6 kilometer, or one-mile-wide, as-

teroid landed here, it would release near-

ly 100,000 megatons of energy, ten

times as much as the explosion of the

world's entire nuclear arsenal minus the

radioactive fallout.

It's hard to contemplate such devas-

tation. Yet it has happened before.

Some 65 million years ago, a space
rock 10 to 14 kilometers wide slammed
into the earth, sparking a 100-million-

megaton blast 10,000 times more pow-

erful than the explosion of all the nucle-

ar weapons in the world. The dominant

effect in the short run, scientists say,

was cooling, mainly from the massive

dust clouds thrown into the air. Over the

long term, carbon dioxide, water vapor,

and other gases entered the upper at-

mosphere, enhancing the greenhouse
effect and raising temperatures almost

20 degrees Fahrenheit. The result

of this climatic havoc: the demise of

the dinosaurs and half the other spe-

cies on Earth.

The notion that dinosaurs were
wiped out by a colossal impact was
first articulated in 1979 by the Nobel

Prize-winning physicist Luis Alvarez

and his son Walter, a 'geologist. The
Alvarezes based their claim on the pres-

ence of a thin layer of iridium—an ele-

ment exceedingly rare in the earth's

crust but abundant in extraterrestrial

rocks—deposited in clay throughout the

world at the "K-T" (Cretaceous-Tertiary)

boundary. This layer, found beneath the

ocean floor and in other erosion-free

zones, marks the juncture between the

Cretaceous and Tertiary geologic eras.

It also correlates precisely with the

date of mass extinctions.

"If you look back in time at the dif-

ferent layers of earth, fossils of critters

are seen throughout the rock until they

disappear at a specific point," explains

University of Arizona geologist David

Kring. "The K-T boundary is the point



where certo'-i specie; disappear."

Kring and his colleague Williajn

Boynton are interested in rocks exca-

vated from a particular K-T boundary

site— a buried, 180-kilometer crater cen-

tered at Chicxulub on Mexico's Yucatan

Peninsula. This gigantic circular struc-

ture is one oi the largest impact craters

ever found, and many scientists believe

it marks the spot where the dinosaurs'

doomsday rock crashed to Earth.

Kring and Boynton examined once-

molten rock samples pulled from the

site and concluded that they must
have been produced by an impact

since they were "entirely inconsistent

with volcanic rock." Another team, led

by Carl Swisher of the Institute of Hu-

man Origins in Berkeley, showed that

the "melt rock" was formed at the

same time species vanished some 65

million years ago,

But Shoemaker and his USGS col-

league Glen Izett say the Chicxulub cra-

ter represents just one of at least two

separate impacts that did the dinosaurs

in. "You don't have to take my word for

it. The evidence is sitting right here on
my desk," Shoemaker says, pointing to

a shiny slab retrieved from a site near

Trinidad, Colorado. (Also on his desk:

a coffee mug with the words, People

who think they know it all really annoy
those of us who do.) "This black sidff

on the bottom is the last of the Creta-

ceous beds. The layer goes down hun-

dreds of meters, but we've got just the

top part of it." Above the black stuff is

a layer of clay containing once-glassy

impact spherules, apparently from the

Chicxulub crater, And above the clay

is a thin layer containing iridium and
"shocked" quartz grains; Shoemaker
and Izett trace this material to a different

impact site, poss b!y the 35-ki'ometer cra-

ter in Manson, Iowa. Interestingly, ves-

tiges of plant debris found between the

Chicxulub and Iowa layers indicate

that some time—at least part of a grow-

ing season—elapsed between the two

devastating impacts.

After the "big one" dropped in the Yu-

catan, forming Chicxulub, Shoemaker
theorizes, a second smaller body land-

ed in Iowa. There were probably other

impacts whose locales are yet to be
determined—craters in Alaska and Sibe-

ria are possible candidates. Shoemak-
er speculates that a comet broke up as

it whipped around the sun, a phenom-
enon observed by astronomers on
more than 20 occasions. This would
have left a stream of dBbris that the

earth would pass through on subse-
quent trips around the Sun, raising the

prospect of multiple impacts,

The obvious concern today is the pos-

sibility that something like this might hap-

pen again. II we leave natu'e to i:s own
devices, scientists say, there's no
doubt that it will. Clark Chapman and
David Morrison ot the NASA Ames Re-

search Center estimate that for the av-

erage U.S. citizen, the odds of dying

from an asteroid impact are about one
in 20,000, the same as the odds of dy-

ing in a plane crash. The distinction is

that in the latter case, the entire "Space-

ship Earth" would crash and burn.

That's why impacts are worth worry-

ing about, says Shoemaker, even

though other natural hazards added
together—hurricanes, floods, earth-

quakes, and volcanoes—will kill 100
times more people over the long run.

"If a great many die at once, it's a quali-

tatively different kind of risk."

Hoping to gauge that risk, Shoemak-
er set out to study the rate of cratering

on the moon and Earth. He also inves-

tigated specific impact craters at Ser-

pent Mound, Ohio; Sierra Madera, Tex-

as; and Flynn Creek, Wells Creek, and
Crooked Creek. Tennessee. In 1973, he

and Eleanor Helin, now of the Jet Pro-

pulsion Laboratory (JPL), began the

first systematic search for asteroids and

comets whose paths might eventually

cross Earth's orbit. At the time, only 12

such objects had been unequivocally

identified. "We concluded that the on-

ly way to find out more about these

things was to look for them ourselves,"

Shoemaker recalls.

For the past 20 years, he and Helin

have shared an 18-inch telescope at Pa-

lomar mountain near San Diego, discov-

ering between them about half of the

known "Earth-crossing" asteroids. It has

not been easy, particularly on shoe-

string budgets. Each month, for exam-
ple, Shoemaker and his wife Carolyn

drive ten hours each way between Ari-

zona and California for their week-long

stint at Palomar. Both observing teams
spend long nights on the mountain tak-

ing photographs with the Schmidt tele-

scope. They alternate between running

the telescope, developing the film, and
scanning the photos for the elongated

:~ages indicate of fast-moving, near-

by objects. "It's painstaking work," He-

lin says. "Our little program, relying on

students and volunteers, tests one's ded-

ication and resolve."

Meanwhile, the next step in detect-

ing killer rocks from space is already un-

derway. Spacewatch, a more modern
asteroid search, went into full operation

to find near-Earth objects in 1990 with

the University of Arizona's 36-inch tel-

escope located at Kitt Peak, The proj-

ect, directed by University of Arizona

astronomer Tom Gehrels, employs a larg-

er telescope than the one used in the

Palomar surveys and can thus detect

CONTINUED ON PAGE 112
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Truck Tech

Fluid Facts
Over ten different fluids contribute to

the operation of your vehicle
performing critical functions from
lubrication to cooling. Whatever you
drive, an understanding of vehicle
fluids will help you preserve your
vehicle and ultimately help preserve
the environment. After all, properly
maintained vehicles reduce pollution

and many properly disposed fluids

can be recycled to benefit us all.

ANTIFREEZE
Arrilreeza is one of the most important

fluids used i your
It not only protects the

vehicle's cooling system from freezing

up during cold weather.and from
boiling over in hot, it. also prevenis
damaging rust and corrosion build-up

in the cooling system. Neglecting to

change your antifreeze can cause
engine failure and roadside breakdowns.

Three basic ways to know if it's

time to change your antifreeze.
1-Use an Anti-freeze tester. This easy
to use device can be purchased al

similar to a thermometer and works
like a tire gauge. The bubble shaped
end indicates whether the Antifreeze

level is normal or if their is low
cC'rcent'SLio" oi antifreeze,

2-Visual inspection. If there is debris

floating in the anti-freeze or the color

has li.nied n b.=ckish brown.
3-The fool-proof method. Simply
change.your anti-freeze once a year.

Refilling your antifreeze. The
proper rnixture of Antifreeze and water
is determined by the climate of the
area in which you drive. The recom-
mended mm rm.m mixture is bO-bO
[antifreeze to water] The highest ratio

is a'7Q - 30 mix (antifreeze to water).

Disposing of used antifreeze.
Anti-freeze is toxic. It should never be
discarded in regular trash, in the
backyard or down a sform sewer. The
results can be dangerous to children

and pets. Antifreeze is recyclable. To
find out where you can dispose of

used anti-freeze properly and safely
cal vour ocal nun cioality c yo...r

State Environmental Conservation
Department.

GMC TRUCK with over 90 years
experience building trucks, wants you !o
. .

:

n enjoyment from your vuck.

Indeed, had anyone spoken to them
of contamination, they would have
stared uncomprehending. Plankton,

krill, soil requirements, ecological bal-

ance, the food chain, its broad and vul-

nerable base, ozone, greenhouse ef-

fect, famine, nuclear warheads, positive

feedback, mass extinction were noises

they had never heard. Their world was
what it was, hot, harsh, mostly

parched and bare, scoured by rains

that turned the rivers to mudflows and
uncovered bedrock to the sky. So had
it been and always would be. Once up-

on a time children had heard their par-

ents say, "Once upon a time," and re-

lated stories ol a fabulous age; but as

life grew harder and people scarcer,

such tales seemed gibberish and
were forgotten.

The girl became a woman before she

really took sick— neither had ever

been healthy—and died. Her infrequent

couplings with the man had had no is-

sue. He mourned in a mute fashion. Un-

sure what to do about the body,, he fi-

nally dragged it behind a fallen tree at

a distance from the brush shelter in

which they had dwelt. Whenever he re-

visited the site, he would squat silent

and shyly stroke her skull. In time, bog-

gy ground and thorny overgrowth hid

the skeleton, but he continued to eat

the grubs he picked out of that log

with a certain reverence.

Otherwise he lived dumb. His name
and most else dropped out of memory.

Gaunt, rachitic, rotten-toothed,

plagued by recurrent fevers and jaw-

clattering chills, he endured for years.

He made crude tools, traps, snares out

of wood, bone, gut, what sharp stones

he could find. Fire was a lost art, but

on the rare cool nights he kept warm
between layers of bracken. He paid no
attention to the mosquitoes that becloud-

ed and feasted on his nakedness; as

for ticks and leeches, he plucked fhem
off and swallowed them, ignoring the fes-

tering sores where their heads were
stuck.

In due course his skin cancers shed
their seed into his bloodstream and de-

voured him from within. All he knew was
that he felt increasingly wretched, until

he could not crawl more than a few Of

his own lengths in any one day.

Yet at the end a delirious yearning

came upon him. Just outside the shel-

ter was a small boulder. He had, in

fact, chosen the location because this

was a convenient surface on which to

crack shells and crania or split reeds

for their pith. Now he crept there on all

fours. The sky burned pitiless blue over-

head. A cypress, dead and bleached

white, offered no shade. The edge of

the swamp, which was shrinking, glim-

mered scummily, unreachable yards
away. Rain had fallen during the night

and a depression in the cracked red

clay held a little water. The man suck-

ed its silliness dry. His thirst still smol-

dered, he was crusted and he stank,

but his eyes cleared somewhat and he

dragged his carcass onward to the

rock. Several stones that he had collect-

ed lay around it. He took a wedge-
shaped one in his left hand and a

blunt one in his right. Blow by blow, he

chiseled a mark into the boulder: as it

happened, an X, unless it was a cross

falling down. He could not have done
this were the material not soft limestone,

and even so, the mark was barely visi-

ble. For a spell he stared at it. The
breath rattled in his lungs. He crumpled,

sprawled, and breathed a while long-

er, then no more.

The undertakers sought to him, ants

across the ground, insects from the air,

They too had no way of knowing that

this was the last man on Earth.

Life went on in vigor unabated. The
continents were more brown than they

were green; rare was the sight of silver

slenderness cleaving the seas; but the

desert appearance was deceptive. On-
ly the least hardy animals and plants

were extinct. They included the larger

sorts and those that humans had con-

sidered beautiful, but this was of no se-

rious biological consequence. Bacteria,

protozoa, and other microscopic organ-

isms had always outweighed as well as

outnumbered everything else alive.

Some parasites and disease germs
died out with their hosts, but most spe-

cies found the new conditions to their

advantage and proliferated. Tough,
scrubby grasses, shrubs, and trees

made do. Freed of their warm-blooded
predators, many invertebrates under-

went population explosions. Amphibi-

ans had suffered badly, but various

kinds of fish and reptiles survived and
started to increase. The same was true

of certain birds and lesser mammals, es-

pecially rodents. Conspicuous among
these were the rats. They had declined

after the civilization that nourished
them ceased to be, but adapted well

to the wild, for they were intelligent and
tenacious and could eat practically

anything.

Earth and moon wheeled on their an-

cient ways. Rain torrented, light

blazed, oxygen and acids gnawed. In

every crack or corner where a bit of

dirt had drifted, seeds arrived, rootlets

thrust forth, stalks lifted, and within a
year masonry was breaking apart into

finer and finer fragments. Termites and

dry-rot fungi feasted for a century or

more on wood, but when a house fell

down it was lichen and moss, grass



and thistle that reduced the harder

parts.

Of course, much resisted. Steel-

framed buildings reared as before, per-

haps hollowed out but their exteriors

merely blotched. The Pyramids of Egypt

withstood the flood when the Aswan
Dam broke and defied every weather.

An explorer would have seen a few oth-

er such anomalies scattered around the

planet. Small objects held on in large

numbers, gemstones, goldwork, ceram-

ics, inert plastics.

Time passed. Within a century the

bones of the last man were gone, dis-

solved, taken back into nature, The
mark he scratched on his headstone

had already biurred to nothing.

Time passed. Chemistry proceeded.

Impurities were transformed or diluted

to harmlessness. The ozone layer thick-

ened again. Excess carbon dioxide re-

acted with exposed rock to form car-

bonates. Resurgent plant iife took up

more. Greenhouse effect diminished

and Earth cooled.

This actually happened rather fast.

High temperatures had evaporated

vast quantities of ocean water. Much of

this fell as snow on mountains and the

polar regions. Not all of it melted in sum-

mer. The glaciers grew. They locked up

most of the water vapor that is also

an important greenhouse gas. Tern 1

peratures dropped further. Geologi-

cally speaking, the new Ice Age came
overnight.

Glaciers penetrated Europe until

they had buried what was left of Bor-

deaux, Berlin, Warsaw, and St. Peters-

burg. Local sheets in the Alps account-

ed for their share. In North America, ice

engulfed the reaches once called Alas-

ka and Canada; the Great Lakes froze

to make a foundation for cliffs sheer

above the sites of Detroit and Chicago.

Except at high altitudes, Asia was too

dry for this, though its northern half

went bitterly cold. Africa stayed clear,

like South America apart from the An-

dean heights. The Pacific experienced

mainly a fall in sea level sufficient to re-

join Australia to the Indonesian islands;

but icebergs often hove above the Tas-

manian horizon.

At its mightiest, the glacier in Europe

or North America bulked a mile thick.

Wind whistled over its wrinkled empti-

.ness, driving snow or a glitter of crys-

tals; crevasses shone a lovely mysteri-

ous blue, but the sun alone beheld. In

summer at its edge, streams rushed
down the cliffs and out of the caves,

down to gurgle among stones, make
the ground a bog, and lose themselves

in the tundra that stretched on south-

ward. Here grew lichens, mosses, now
and then a tussock of grass or a

clump of dwarf willows. Mosquitoes
bred their billions, darkened the air and

sawed it with their whine. Then the

brief season ended, pools stiffened,

snow fell anew, starts crowded dark-

ness out of utterly clear nights.

Interstadial periods occurred, when
for millennia at a time the glacier retreat-

ed for hundreds of miles. The tundra lay

warm, mist baked out of it, life

swarmed in from the south, wildflowers,

berrybushes, evergreens, seeding, grow-

ing, spreading, until a forest stood with

its crowns like an ocean beneath the

wind and flying creatures clamorous

above. But the glaciers returned, troze

the woods to death, crushed them un-

derfoot, ground and scattered further

the works of man.

This Ice Age lasted three million

years.

They were by no means evil years for

living things. On the contrary, Gaia flour-

ished as she had not since the Pleisto-

cene. Rain belts, forced equatorward,

quickened trie deserts. The erosion

that washed soil down the rivers into the

seas nourishes them. Meanwhile its forc-

es weathered rock and carried in organ-

ic matter to make loam, which roots an-

chored. Plants and animals multiplied,

died, decayed, formed humus to sup-

port a life more rich, Volcanoes and
ocean trenches brought minerals up

from the depths; currents and winds
spread them, microbes concentrated

lham. larger s.oecies used tem. The wa-
ters filled with fins, the land with feet,
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the sky with wings. Below the tundras

and beneath the ranges, forests ran

from shore to shore, save where grass

billowed or marshes choked on their

own abundance.
Evolution worked onward. Species di-

versified, more and more as increasing

fertility opened opportunities. Those
that were gone never came back, but

new ones took their places. Sometimes,

to some degree, they resembled the

old, Broadleaf trees bore nuts and
fruits, flowers bloomed like bits of rain-

bow, .creatures had descendants big-

ger than themselves, such features as

horns or fingers reappeared. However,

an anatomist would have found essen-

tial differences; the likenesses were as

superficial as those between fish, ich-

thyosaur, and whale had been.

After three million years, secular

changes in Earth's orbit and axial incli-

nation, together with geological and
geochemical action, terminated the

Ice Age. The glaciers withdrew to the

poles and mountaintops. The woods
advanced northward and southward

over the tundras. They demolished the

few shards of human artifacts above
ground which the ice had not milled to

powder. What roots and rain and frost-

did not finish yielded to natural acids

or the microbes that had "learned"

to eat otherwise resistant synthetic

materials.
,

The middle latitudes kept a little evi-

dence of man.

The violence of earthquake, eruption,

and tsunami had brought many works

low, but this was as nothing compared
to the patience of weather. There were
hills, though, some quite big, where bur-

rowing animals still came upon things

that nature could not have made; in

them, the soil usually had a high iron

content. The Sphinx was long gone but

identifiably artificial stumps of the Pyr-

amids stood in the desolation that had
encroached again after the rain belts

moved back north. Early on, several

tombs in the Valley of the Kings had
filled with sand, which during the wet
epoch hardened into stone. It pre-

served their contours and hints of their

murals. Similar freaks of circumstance

persisted in other corners of the world,

far apart.

And then there were the fossils, not

simply bones and teeth but manmade
objects that by chance had been bur-

ied and petrified. They existed both

ashore and at sea; countless minor

items and several almost complete
ships lay deep in the silt on ocean bot-

toms. Other remnants were not, strictly

speaking, fossils. A coffee mug, a jade

ornament, a metate, a faceted dia-

mond, or the like could stay as it was,

encysted in stone, indefinitely. Not ev-

ery relic dated from historic times. Stra-

ta held fugitive memories of the Neo-
lithic, the Paleolithic, or eras even old-

er, a jawbone, a brainpan, a flint pound-

ed to shape by Neanderthal or perhaps
Pithecanthropus.

Beyond the clouds were clearer traces.

No artificial satellite or piece of de-

bris had continued in orbit around
Earth past a century or two. Residual

friction dragged them down, to flash as

meteors or drift as dust. Whatever
struck ground fell to the forces that

gnawed at everything else. A few bits

had escaped the planet, to course
about the sun on eccentric tracks of

their own, but collisions with asteroidal

gravel annihilated them piecemeal.

Cosmic infail had also wiped foot-

prints and wheel tracks off the

Crashed probes, abandoned vehicles,

used-up robots, and discarded gear

were left, untouched by air, water, or

life. The stony rain wore them away, but

slowly, slowly, perhaps one really dam-
aging strike in a hundred thousand
years.

Destruction went a little faster on
Mars, which kept a wisp of atmosphere

and was nearer the asteroid belt, but

In a changing world,
one thing remains rock. solid.

only a little. Jupiter had almost instant-

ly reduced all that reached it, and Ve-

nus had done so within decades.

Time passed Occasionally during

the next thirty million years the ice ad-

vanced, but never very far, and each
retreat went deeper back. At last none
remained except on Antarctica and the

tallest mountains. Swollen, ocean
drowned many islands and coastal

plains. Otherwise it was benign, the

source and guardian of climates that

held steady from tropical rain forests to

the mild northern and southern fringes

of the continents.

Life forms evolved, had their day,

and yielded to successor breeds.

Some lines of descent died out altogeth-

er, but some ra- diated into

fresh kinds

while some
kept virtu-

changed
for peri-

ods

that ran into the hundreds of millions of

years. From the rats arose creatures

that grazed, creatures that preyed on

them, creatures that took to the air and
became raptors more fearsome than

any bird. One branch of the rat family

went into the trees and developed
hands of a sort. Certain among these

returned fo the ground and grew large

and brainy. None ever put fire to use
nor any tool more complex than a care-

fully chosen stone or a stick sharpened
with the teeth. Another branch became
aquatic and gained flippers, but the tru-

ly gigantic sea beasts were originally

birds.

A variety of Octopodidae got to out-

living their own procreation, and
thence to caring for their young and a

lifespan that lengthened as generation

followed generation. Ultimately there

were beings whose tentacles worked
fc^ rock, shell, bone, and coral. They

•ISsJv,,
nad language, although its

^^m&g. symbols were gestures

I and color changes.
..';"' They hatched

" ' ignorant

and weak, but learned from their eld-

ers and from experience as they ma-
tured. They created societies which prac-

ticed religious rites and subtle arts. Yet

being confined to salt water, they nev-

er went technologically beyond their

equivalent oT the Stone Age. One by
one, in different manners around the

world, their cultures adapted so well to

local conditions that innovation

ceased; caste systems congealed; the

biography of an individual was prede-

termined within narrow limits and in elab-

orate detail from the egg to the dispos-

al. Having abolished natural selection

for itself, intelligence atrophied. The spe-

cies grew less and less able to cope
with any change in environment,
Twelve million years after it came into

existence, it was extinct. To be sure,

this was a considerably longer run

than humankind had had,

As for the vestiges of that earlier

geological vicissitudes pursued
them. A river would change course, a

land mass rise or sink, a fossil i

light and thus to erosion, For example,

a set of footprints was once laid down
in muddy ground that got covered over

and lithified as shale. After fif-

ty million years
this was

When it comes to insurance, real estate and investments, there is one certainty. The financial strength of The Prudential. Rock Solid.® ThePrudentialw



bare and broken open. Rain filled the

prints, algae greened the puddles, the

stone flaked and crumbled. In less than

a century it had completely lost those

traces left by the shoes of George
Washington.

A few things stayed entombed and
lasted immensely longer, fossilized

tools or teeth, roadbeds or graves. But

the planet querned. Crustal plate shift-

ed ponderous about. When Africa sun-

dered from Asia, the marks of the Phar-

aohs disintegrated. North America, col-

liding with northeastern Asia, raised a

mountain chain and ground every token

of man in those parts to molecules. Sea-

bed relics slipped down subduction
zones to be cycled through moltenness.

So it went, while the years mounted in-

to the billions.

No living things witnessed the end.

Since first ii condensed from primordi-

al gas and dust, the sun had been bright-

ening. Temperatures on Earth kept re-

markably stable. In part this was due
to chemistry and physics. More heat

evaporated more water, much of

which recondensed as clouds and de-

flected sunlight. Rock exposed by fall-

ing sea level or by geological uplift re-

acted with that other major greenhouse

gas, carbon dioxide, and bound it. Life

was a potent force too. Plants tied up

their own carbon, which often stayed in

place when they died, were buried, and
turned into peat or coal.- Plankton ex-

uded substances that contributed to

cloud formation. Animals helped main-

tain the balance, cropping vegetable

matter and each other lest one kind over-

run the world.

Yet at last the input became over-

whelming. The tropics steamed dry, wild-

fire consumed their jungles and savan-

nahs, scorching winds blew the ashes
off and left hardpan desert. Soon the

higher latitudes went the selfsame way.

Vertebrates died rapidly beside the veg-

etation that had sustained them; the

toughest insects hung on for a span; fi-

nally the microbes succumbed.
Primitive, sorely depleted life lingered

in the oceans, but not for long. The con-

centration of water vapor in the atmos-

phere passed a critical point, and a run-

away greenhouse effect set in. The
seas began to boil. It took a little time,

but by one billion A.D. Earth was totally

dead. Ascending, the water molecules
encountered ultraviolet photons that

split them apart. Their hydrogen es-

caped to space, the oxygen united

with materials below. Carbon dioxide,

roasted out of limestone, stoked the fur-

nace further. The planet did not quite

change into a twin of Venus, but the dif-

"Although a bit fuzzy, these are the first detailed pictures the

Hubble Telescope has given us from the surface of Plato."

ference was trivial.

Volcanoes continued to vomit huge
quantities, of water from the mantle. It

too was lost. Deprived ol that lubricant,

plate tectonics ground to a halt. Be-

sides, the radioactive elements whose
energy had driven the process were giv-

ing out.

You could not say that continental

drift ceased. Lacking oceans, Earth re-

ally had no more continents, just mas-
sifs in the basins. Unblocked by ozone,

actinic radiation spalled them; wind sand-

ed them; sometimes a large meteorite

smote them. Without water, oxygen,
and life, erosion went very slowly. Even
after four billion added years, a few
mesas stood above silicate wastes. A
few rocks contained a few fossils, includ-

ing bits of degraded organic matter

that an observer who knew what to

look for might have identified as of hu-

man origin.

When the seas departed, the sun
and moon generated less tidal friction.

Earth turned more leisurely than afore-

time, but it did not go into locked rota-

tion with either body. The distance of

the moon varied according to the inter-

play of celestial mechanics, now great-

er, now lesser, but it neither crashed in-

to the planet nor wandered free. By
five billion a.d. meteoritic bombardment
had completely, unrecognizably min-

gled all human-fashioned things on it

and on Mars with their regolittis.

That was the approximate time

when the sun left the main sequence
and swelled to gigantic size. Surface tem-

perature declined until it shone red, like

a dying coal, but the whole output was
monstrous. At its greatest radius, it ate Mer-

cury and Venus and filled almost half the

sky of Earth. The giobe glowed, sand

fused into glass, the last faint fossils melt-

ed and the last biotic molecules broke in-

to their olden elements.

Now the sun collapsed. It ended as

a white dwarf, hellish hot, its mass
crushed into a volume scarcely larger

than Earth's, gradually cooling toward

oblivion. But this is epilogue and inci-

dental. Nature had already erased
from the Solar System every spoor of hu-

manity. We might as well never have

been.

Many light-years away, on widely

divergent courses, Pioneer 10 and 11,

Voyager 1 and 2, and perhaps some
small sister spacecraft fared among the

stars. DO

Poul Anderson is the author of such clas-

sic novels as Brain Wave, Tau Zero,

and Three Hearts and Three Liens. His

next novel, Fireball, will be published by
Tor Books in the spring of 1993. This is

his first appearance in Omni.



Beneath low and glowering

skies, f stepped out of my rent-

al car and into the apocalypse.

An immense flow of lava had

closed the island of Hawaii's

main coastal road only

months before. Towering

clouds of steam just ahead
marked the place where
Kilauea, the world's most ac-

tive volcano, was still bleeding

into the ocean, its lava spilling

over a small cliff in flaming cas-

cades that hissed and
steamed as the/ seethed into

the sea. Between the dead-

ended road and the red-hot la-

va were a couple of miles of

newly laid black desert. People

in candy-colored windbreakers

were clambering all over the

hardened flow, picking their

way over mounds, crags, and
ravines of lava that crackled un-

derfoot like potato chips, blaz-

ing their own individual paths

to the brink of doom.
The vast asphalt landscape

looked like the Disneyland park-

ing lot after World War 111. It

was nasty stuff, this new lava.

It sometimes shattered, and
my foot would jerk into a hole

that I hoped wasn't deep
enough to toast it. Actually, the

volcano was done with this sec-

tion. Up ahead it was cooking,

On the hike to the Big Boil,

I stopped at the Wahaula Vis-

itor Center of Hawaii Volca-

noes National Park. All that

was left were ghostly steel gird-

ers standing upright in the pet-

rified black waves that had en-

gulfed and torched the build-

ing. Nearby was Wahaula
Heiau, the stone remnants of

an ancient Hawaiian temple, a

place of human sacrifice. Pe-

le, the timeless goddess of vol-

canoes, must have smiled on

the eerie ruin, tor her lava had

rolled right up to the temple
walls, parted, and gone
around, leaving the site as a

small green locket of trees and
silent stones on the hard,

black bosom of the flow.

Nothing stirred. The trade

winds that normally scour the

skies of clouds and bequeath

to the Hawaiian islands their fa-

mous and highly marketable

balmy climate weren't blowing

this day—which was a bless-

ing for trekkers: The sulfurous

fumes from the active flow were-

n't billowing in our direction. Al-

though they smell like a soph-

omore chemistry lab. volcanic

gases can kill. Park rangers

were on standby to warn peo-

ple away in case of a wind

shift. As it was, we walked

right up to the swollen red

toes of lava as they inched to-

ward us. A man poked a stick

in the burning ooze. It instant-

ly ignited. The act seemed a

petty violation of something
grand and awesome.
We climbed down to a

black cinder beach and stood

transfixed as the artery of la-

va gushed over the cliffs into

the ocean. It was vermilion

with liquid black fingers traced

like an evil lace, it sizzled,

Touring the Volcano
Article by Rita Ariyoshi



hissed, and gurgled, spilling

from the primal cauldron. The rot-

ten smell of sulfur was now obvi-

ous. This lava was pumped from

the bowels of the earth. No one

spoke. What do you say when
you luck into grandstand seats on

the act of Creation?

It's a yin-yang affair, this un-

planned growth. Since it started

its current outburst in 1983,

Kilauea has added approximately

300 acres to the largest island in

the Hawaiian chain. In the proc-

ess rt has destroyed more than

180 homes, including the entire

village of Kalapana. It covered

Kaimu, the famous black sand
beach with its tall coconut palms

and then built a new jet sand
beach, wider and longer than the

first, near Kamoamoa.
At Hawaii Volcanoes National

Park, people witness Kilauea's

power. The 377-square-mile pre-

serve is veined with hiking trails

and a few spectacular roads. The
park encompasses the summit
caldera (oval volcanic depres-
sion) of Kilauea, sections of the

Kalapana Coast just down slope

of the volcano, also still active but

not currently erupting.

Kilauea has been called "the

world's only drive-in volcano." Cra-

ter Rim Drive circles the summit

caldera and skirts Kilauea Iki and

Halemaumau craters. Many peo-

ple say that the goddess Pele

still dwells in Halemaumau. Along

the Halemaumau Trail, offerings

of flowers or rocks wrapped in ti

leaves are left for her. Anyone
gathering ohelo berries, the cran-

berry-like fruit that grows at

The artery of lava

gushed over the cliffs

into the ocean.

No one spoke. What
do you say when

|

into grandstand seats on
the act of Creation?

Kilauea, throws the first handful in-

to the crater, for the fruit, like the

crimson ohta lehua blossom, is sa-

cred to Pele. In a modern twist to

the Pele tales, it is claimed that

the tempestuous deity has devel-

oped a taste for hooch— gin spe-

cifically—so that, too, is tossed in-

to the volcanic stew.

Even the park service acknowl-

edges Pele. Impressive murals of

her exploits, by Hawaiian artist

74 OMNI
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Isn't it a lovely

volcano?
PREP WORK: Write to Su-

perintendent, PO. Box 52,

Hawaii Volcanoes National

Park, Hawaii 96718; phone:

(808) 967-7311; tax: (808)

967-8186. The Staff will

help you plan your time,

whether you're interested in

backpacking, easy hikes,

or just sightseeing. They
have good free maps.
Bring hiking boots or good
walking shoes, a water bot-

tle, and a flashlight.

DAY OF ARRIVAL: Make
your first stop the park Visi-

tor Center at the main park

entrance. The Wahaula Vis-

itor Center at the coastal

section of the park has

been destroyed by recent

lava flows. If you're plan-

ning an overnight back-

country trip, register with

the rangers so they know
where you are in the event

of an emergency. If there's

a current eruption, they'll

help you see it, if possible.

If not, watch the Center's vol-

cano film, aired in the ute Thurston Lava Tube;

small theater ever.y hour on and the half-hour Devasta-

te hour, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. tion Trail.

EXHIBITIONS: The Thomas
A. Jaggar Museum has ex-

hibits exploring the whole

volcanic process, relating

Hawaii's volcanoes to oth-

er volcanoes around the

world and in outer .space.

There are hands-on dis-

plays, lava samples, vivid

murals depicting the Pele

legends, and spectacular

films of past eruptions.

DRIVE BY; Get the lay of

the land. Take a drive

along Crater Rim Drive and

Chain of Craters Road.

WORK IT: Get out and

hike this fascinating land-

scape, A good sampling of

hikes would be the all-day

Crater Rim or the one-hour

portion to Keanakakoi Cra-

ter from Chain of Craters

Road; the four-hour Kilauea

Iki trek across the crater

floor; the one-hour nature

trail through native forest at

Kipuka Puaulu; the 15-min-

STEAM AND STUFF: Walk

down to the Pahoa cinder

cones for a natural sauna.

To get to Isaac Hale
Beach Park and- the ther-

mal pools, take route 130

west out of Hilo; then turn

left onto route 132 and
take it to Pohoiki Road,
which forks to the right.

Pohoiki, a picturesque tree-

tunneled road, ends at the

beach park. Walk to the

right along the shoreline.

ARTIFACTS: The Volcano
Art Gallery is housed in the

original park lodge. It fea-

tures the work of local art-

ists who have been in-

spired by the volcano's spir-

it. There are sculptures and
bowls in rare native

woods, spectacular art pho-

tographs of the volcano,

paintings, and pottery. The

artwork is exceptional.

RIM SLEEP: The Volcano
House is a rustic lodge

right at the crater rim of

Kilauea. The food is good

—

the House specialty, ohelo

berries, is used to make
margaritas, smoothies, pan-

cakes, and cheesecake.
There are exciting volcano

videos at the bar and a co-

zy fireplace in the lobby.

Contact Hawaii Volcanoes

National Park. Rates are

$79—$1 3 1 , single or dou-

ble. Also available are un-

healed cabins accommodat-
ing four people each at the

Namakani Paio camp-
ground in the park at $31

per -cabin per night.

BE COOL; A volcano isn't

always fun. Stay on marked

trails. Vegetation can hide

dangerous cracks and fis-

sures, Don't walk at night

when it's easy to stumble on-

to steam vents, lava crev-

ices, or sharp outgrowths.

Exercise caution when ap-

proaching active flows and
vents emitting toxic fumes.

A volcano vacation isn't for

anyone with heart or lung

problems, pregnant wom-
en, or infants.

and historian Herb Kawainui

Kane, are ensconced in the

Thomas A. Jaggar Museum
beside the seismographs, vid-

eos, and the million-dollar

Vax 11-750 computer— the

only one in the world that

shows an earthquake as il is

occurring.

Since it began
its current outburst

in 1983, I

has added about
300 acres

to the Big Island

of Hawaii.

The Jaggar Museum,
perched on the lip of

Kilauea Caldera, puts the fun

into volcanology. There's

even a small seismograph
set up to record people trem-

ors. Jump and watch it

move, like an electrocardio-

gram. Continuously running

videos document past erup-

tions. Hands-on exhibits tell

the whole fascinating story of
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Hawaii's volcanoes.

According to the plate-tec-

tonics theory, the Hawaiian Is-

lands were formed when the

Pacific plate moved across

a hot spot deep in the earth,

forming first one volcano and

then another as the plate shift-

ed across the hot spot.

The process, which start-

ed at least 75 million years

ago, continues. Not only is

Kilauea still build-

£|B«Ba jng the Big Island

of Hawaii, but off the coast,

a new island is being
formed in the dark recesses

of the ocean: Loihi. Gradual-

ly the lava will form pillows

and mounds, patiently laying

the foundations. In about

200,000 years, the new vol-

cano will be tall enough to

break the surface of the

waves and begin its long

climb skyward. Given Ha-
waii's aggressive tourism

stance, we can expect the

Grand Hyatt Loihi to appear

on the first available beach.

The high-tech instruments

at the Jaggar Museum are

linked to the next-door Hawai-

ian Volcano Observatory

where scientists monitor Pe-

le's every move, trying to pre-

dict what will happen next.

At a regular Monday morn-

ing meeting of 28 key volcano

personnel, David Clague, sci-

entist in charge, warns, "We
should be gearing up for the

next breakout." The volcano

had been ominously quiet for

six days with only a simmer-

ing lava lake at the Pu'u O'o

cone to warn the world that

Kilauea wasn't sleeping.

"Some new cracks have
formed on the north rim of

Devil's Throat (the smallest

and deepest crater) since

the March 1992 earthquake

swarm," Ciague says. "A lit-

tle hairline crack we noticed

two weeks ago is now four



inches wide. If we're moving

toward a summit eruplion sit-

uation, that's something we
really need to keep an eye

on." The scientists decide to

bounce laser-light beams
across the main caldera to a

mirror on the opposite wall to

measure within millimeters

any expansion of the crater

to accommodate magma.
Ciague then reported on a

meeting he attended in Cali-

fornia at which funding for

the observatory was dis-

cussed, a meeting fraught

with the same measure of per-

il as the imminent eruption.

According to Ciague, some
members of the Department

of the Interior claim that the

observatory—part of the U.S.

Geological Survey—is a Ha-

waii state program that

The Jaggar

Museum puts the

fun into

Videos and hands-on
exhibits tell the

thrilling story of Ha-

waii's volcanoes.

doesn't benefit the nation as

a whole. At one point, they

wanted to snuff the volcano

fund entirely. The Observato-

ry trains the people who re-

spond to national and inter-

national volcanic emergen-

cies in addition to develop-

ing the equipment and tech-

niques used to monitor vol-

canoes to determine their de-

gree of unrest "They take
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our people, our equipment,

and our programs, when
there's a crisis, to Washing-

ton's Mount St. Helens and Pi-

natubo in the Philippines,"

he says. Ciague, however, be-

lieves the Interior must con-

tinue to provide funding. He
holds an ace card: airline

safety. "We can predict vol-

canic eruptions and put out

aircraft advisories concern-

ing ash col-

umns," Ciague

says. "Huge lobbies will be

lined up with us." Every time

a jet ingests a little bit of ash,

the engines fuse the ash in-

to a glass that coats all the

turbine parts. "Fly one jet

with three or four engines

even into the fringes of an

ash column and it costs

more than twice our annua!

budget of two million. The air-

line industry looks at that and

says, These guys are really

cheap.'"

After the meeting disband-

ed, Ciague showed me a

huge printout of a sonar map
of the ocean floor around

Many of the termsjn vol-

eanology are Hawaiian. .-

lava:. Hot liquid, rock eject-:'

ed
:
by -a volcano on to' the.'

sur.faoe:df':the earth.
.

magma: Molten rock while

ft is- still ' beneath:- the

earth's surface/ . .

a'a:. Rough lava flows',

pa^penoe; -Smooth, ropey-

lava flows' .'.'The chemical-
composition of- both types

essentially the

shoe.-,- however,'-

y round or

n\n

crater: A bowl-shaped vol-

canic depression,- -smaller

than a caldera.

/ava-tube: A tunnel formed

by molten lava as it navels.

The outer crust cools and

hardens while hoi lava con-

tinues to (low beneath. Af-

terwards, rhe interior is of-

ten lefihollow.

tephra: Airborne fragments

ol hardened lava ejected

by lava fountains and car-

ried by winds.

tsunami: A great ocean
wave, usually caused by a

submarine earthquake.

Hawaii. It's like an x-ray that

lefs you see through the wa-

ter to the bottom of the

ocean. With a pointer he indi-

cates rough areas on the

ocean floor. According to

Ciague, Hawaiian volcanoes

are quite unstable with ma-

jor landslides occurring

about every 200,000 years.

"Half of the island of Oahu
disappeared in one night

about two and a half million

years ago," Ciague says. "It

was catastrophic. A land-

slide off Mauna Loa once
caused a thousand-foot-tall

tsunami, an enormous ocean

wave usually caused by a

submarine earthquake."

Ciague also claims that

the island of Hawaii is sink-

ing aboul a quarter inch a

year. "That adds up," he



says. "Don't buy beachfront in Kona
and expect to pass it to your grand-

children."

Kilauea's rise to glory has been

based on its nice-guy reputation, but

there have been two eruptions in the

last 200 years—in 1790 and 1924. "Nas-

ty explosions," Clague says. Kilauea is

actually one of the most explosive vol-

canoes in the world. "Kilauea is chang-

ing constantly, like a jigsaw with mov-

ing parts. The other day I was at the ob-

servatory talking by radio to a road crew

and I could hear what sounded like gun-

shots—it was rocks cracking, bursting

from volcanic pressure.

Later, walking the paved Mauna Iki

trail into the black sands of the Ka'u Des-

ert, we saw evidence of just how "nas-

ty" a volcanic eruption can be. Embed-

ded in an ashy flow of lava are the foot-

prints of the army of Chief Keoua. The

warriors and their camp of women and

children—100 in all—were killed by the

1790 Kilauea eruption as they marched

to do battle with Kamehameha, the man
destined to unite the Hawaiian islands

into one nation. All that's left are their

ghostly tracks going nowhere. As for

the 1924 explosion, it enlarged the di-

ameter of Haiemaumau Crater by 1 ,600

feet to about 3,000 feet and left a hole

1,300 feet deep.

Some of the most unusual hiking

trails in the world are within Hawaii Vol-

canoes National Park, each revealing dif-

ferent facets of this fascinating moun-

tain and a glimpse at the mighty forces

that shaped our world. "When people

come to Kilauea, they want to see red

—

'Where's the lava?' they ask," says

park ranger Mardie Lane. "It's our job

to help visitors understand not only the

science of volcanoes, but the Hawaiian

culture, the native plants and wildlife

that don't exist anywhere else on the

planet. I'd like everyone who comes
here to promise themselves, 'I will park

my car and get out and walk.'"

One trail, Kilauea Iki, descends 400

feet through a jungle of tree ferns

twice as tall as a man, then meanders

across the floor of Kilauea Iki Crater.

The earth is warm underfoot from the

molten fires still burning below. Steam

rises through trailside vents. There's a

tangible element of risk.

Devastation Trail is a boardwalk laid

out On glistening jet cinders in a setting

that looks lunaresque—if the moon had

burned. Skeletons of trees are

bleached white by time and sun.

When I first tramped this trail, maybe 15

years ago, there was barely a vestige

of vegetation. Now the walk is cheered

by tawny grasses, clumps of wild flow-

ers—the scarlei oha lehua and laven-

der polygonum. They'll have to change

the name of the trail soon if the exuber-

ance of growth continues.

The 15-minute Thurston Lava Tube

Loop is a romp through a lava tunnel

that once surged with magcna. One tour-

ist with his camcorder stood at the en-

trance, too awed to shoot and said,

"Man, this is a cave-o." His wife asked,

"Is it real?"

My favorite trail, the one to which I

keep returning—three times on my lat-

est volcano visit—is a portion of Crater

Rim Trail that goes from Chain of Cra-

ters Road to Keanakakoi Crater. It be-

gins in native forest, knifes across

hard black lava flow, and ends at the

rim of Keanakakoi. Along the way are

eerie tree molds, formed when a lava

flow rushed through forest, splashed

around trees, and hardened in their'

shape while the trees burned in the cen-

ter. What's left are the phantasmagoric

black sculptures, some ten feet high. I

wandered among them while a rainbow

vaulted across the sky.

New sprigs of amau fern poked

from lava chinks, and native ohia trees

were taking root in the impossible ter-

rain. Some trees were only a foot or two

high and already bursting in brilliant red

flowers, the color of the hot lava that
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If
knowledge is power, then con-

trol of the kingdom of informa-

tion could be at your fingertips

within a decade. Flick a switch,

and a video window covering a

wall of your home will open up
your ramp onto an ultrahigh-

speed data highway shipping

electronic bits of information at

light speed. Booting up your
computer, you'll cruise along

hair-thin fiber-optic grids. At a

command, specially designed
knowledge robots—your infor-

mation slaves—will rocket

through the supernetworks, sift-

ing databases larger than the Li-

brary of Congress to ferret out

whatever you request. The net-

work's capacity to transmit life-

like video images can electroni-

cally transport you on virtual voy-

ages to the far reaches of the

data galaxy or bring the world

into your living room.

Corporations, research labs,

universities, and medical cen-

ters will interface through a na-

tional data highway transmitting

visual and audio images thou-

sands of times faster than to-

day's fastest networks. These
synergistic links between myri-

ad scientists, scholars, govern-

ment officials, and businesspeo-

ple should catalyze an informa-

tion explosion profoundly trans-

forming the way we live. Such
a supernet could allow anyone
on the data highway to harness

up the power of supercomput-
ers and, at the least, provide us-

ers with calculations for com-
plex applications such as cli-

mate modeling, stock-market
analyses, cosmological re-

search, and medical diagnoses
and treatment.

The first segments of this high-

lfUTER\/IElAJ

ROBERT E.

On cyberjockeying

the electronic

grids of the twenty-

first century

PHOTOGRAPH BY
PETER LIEPKE



way are being assembled at five exper-

imental sites in the United States. Spear-

heading the drive is Robert E. Kahn, a

principal architect of the granddaddy

of networks, the ARPANET. As presi-

dent of the nonprofit Corporation for Na-

tional Research Initiatives (CNRI),

Kahn has spent the last several years

cobbling together a consortium of ma-

jor corporations, government agencies,

and educational institutions to research

the proposed infrastructure. The net-

work, which could cost more than $200

billion, would ship information at giga-

bit speed—the equivalent of transmit-

ting 10,000 copies of War and Peace

a minute. At this velocity, extremely

clear audio and very-high-resolution vid-

eo images could instantly be relayed

across the continent.

Born 54 years ago in Brooklyn, New
York, Kahn, who more resembles an

avuncular psychologist than a visionary

maverick, seems uncomfortable with the

mantle thrust upon him. An electrical en-

gineer, he earned his Ph.D. at Prince-

ton while working at Bell Laboratories

in the early Sixties. Kahn was a faculty

member at MIT when he took what was
intended to be a brief sabbatical to

work at the engineering firm, Bolt Ber-

anek and Newman in Boston in 1966.

That decision changed his life. At

BBN he first became involved with net-

working, and constructing the nation's

data highways has consumed him ev-

er since. In 1972, he moved to the De-

fense Advanced Research Projects

Agency (DARPA), the Department of De-

fense's high-tech "skunk works,"

where as director of the information proc-

essing office he oversaw the develop-

ment of information technology, includ-

ing artificial intelligence and high-per-

formance computer systems.

Kahn left. DARPA in 1985 to found

CNRI. "No one outside the government

could deal with the enormity of the in-

frastructure problems facing the na-

tion," he says. So by default he took on

the job and was for a time the lone

voice in the wilderness. But the world

is catching up to Robert Kahn. In 1990,

Congress earmarked $1 billion for the

development of a gigabit network. In

June 1990, the National Science Foun-

dation awarded Kahn's CNRI $15.8 mil-

lion to organize five prototype gigabit

networks, the so-called "test beds."

Orchestrating all this has been daunt-

ing, and he has a punishing schedule.

After chasing Kahn (who himself seems

to travel at gigabit speed) for almost a

year, writer Linda Marsa finally caught up

to him at 7:30 a.m. in CNRI's offices in

Reston, Virginia. And Kahn finally sat

down to consider where the runaway

train of computer technology is taking us.
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Omni: Why do we need a super data

highway?.

Kahn: The highway system provides a

means of interchange, linking cities and

resources of this country. A high-

speed network linking information re-

sources, and the people using it, can

do the same things for research and ed-

ucation, the economy, and social well-

being in the twenty-first century. In to-

TffLIi
: President and founder ofthe

Corporation for

National Research initiatives

RICENUY RCAD;
Bionomics by Michael Rothschild

QUOTE:
"Knowledge fuels the. evolution

of society."

GLOSSARY FOR
COMPUTER mtWORK/

DATA HIGHWAY:
Gigabits: One billion bits of data;,

gigabit-speed is one billion bits of da-

ta per second. .
- ;-.

: .A .
."

Knowbot. Knowledge robot; spe-

cially designed computer software

that's programmed ;to scan- databas-

es to retrieve information upon re-

quest; a knowledge- slave to do the

user's bidding,
..

Active agent: Another form of

khowbot.' .

Primitives: The basic structure or

operating system of a database or

network.

Packet switching: Information be-

ingsentfrom one computer to anoth-

er is subdivided into packets so :that

if one computer line is being used, the

information can be foutecfcoyer anoth-

er line-. . ;. -
;

Gateway, Router, or Bridge: Various

types of hardware used to create con-

nections from your computer's operat-

ing system to outside data networks

which may not be. compatible with

your system.

Test Beds: Five experimental sites

in the United States where prototype

gigabit networks are currently under

development.
-

'.'

day's economy, the ability to conduct

business often depends on having the

most up-to-date and accurate informa-

tion or making the best projections. The
super data highway lets people access

powerful resources and simply makes
that information move back and forth

more quickly.

Omni: Some say it will spawn hundreds

.of new businesses and old ones will be

energized. What do you think?

Kahn: That's almost like asking, "If you

could have a week's vacation on Mars,

how would you spend your time?"

There are so many unknowns any time

you introduce a new technological ca-

pability. New capabilities emerge just

by virtue of having smart people with

access to state-of-the-art technology. AR-

PANET knit together a set of research-

ers into a community that began to talk

to each other and share results in whal

historians might one day view as a knowl-

edge amplifier. Electronic mail certain-

ly flourished in that domain; it was
there at your fingertips.

Now getting into the world of very-

high-speed networking at gi<

speeds will move us from a communi-

cations paradigm largely focused on al-

phanumeric characters and text to one

that regularly incorporates graphics, im-

ages, and visual media. And we're not

anywhere near understanding the im-

plications of that transformation.

Omni: Any ideas?

Kahn: We could get into a whole

range of speculation. But if I gave you

my perception, it's guaranteed to be

wrong. I can't speculate on what we're

unable to think about! By definition, it's

like detecting undetected errors. It

would be like trying to explain to some-

body who's running a general store in

the 1800s what a telephone could do

for their community. You could tell

them it'll make it easier to talk to peo-

ple elsewhere, but they may not see an

immediate need for that. The specific

ways people choose to use it will be de-

termined by them as they adjust to it in

their daily lives.

But, well, here's one example: If you

can move both images of people and

medical images (x-rays, for example),

the medical profession might be able

to provide services from the doctor, hos-

pital, and facilities that know you best

no matter where you are. The ability to

interact with you is "almost" as good as

in person. Of course, you probably

wouldn't want to undergo remote sur-

gery, but it may be perfectly effective

for diagnosis or for moving your records

across great distances. This could

change medical care for people on the

move or allow electronic house calls. An-

other example might be the use of high-

speed networks for teleconferencing,

where people can tailor what they're see-

ing to what they want to see, not to

what a single fixed camera is looking at.

Omni: Are you talking about virtual

reality?

Kahn: This has nothing to do with com-
puter-generated images. It's about con-

trolling the way you see a real remote

thing. If you're in a conference and you
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BOB GUCCIONE
PUBLISHER AS PAINTER

'There are many celebrities who became

artists. Bob Guccione is an artist who

became a celebrity," says Ambassador

Galleries' owner, Ellie Miner. Her

Manhattan gallery recently held a highly

successful first exhibit of art works by

Mr. Guccione, founder and chairman of

General Media International, Inc.,

publisher of such well-known magazines

as Penthouse, Omni, Compute, and Longevity.

Because of the overwhelming response

to Mr. Guccione's art, Ambassador

Galleries began a publishing program

featuring four serigraphs of his paintings,

which will be sold through key galleries

in the United States and worldwide.

"LA JEUNE CLOWN'

LIMITED EDITION SERIGRAPHS

,

300 EACH SIGNED AND NUMBERED. HAND PULLED IN 60 COLORS ON ARCHES PAPER.

ADVERTISEMENT

"THRRF WOMEN AT A ROUND TABLE"

The original paintings that the

serigraphs were made from were

completed in the late 50s and early 60s

between productive periods in Rome,

Paris and finally, London, where in the

spring of 1965, Guccione launched

Penthouse. His total involvement in all

aspects of his company's business

curtailed his career as an artist but his

passion for art is evident in his

magnificent private collection of major

works by artists such as El Greco,

Botticelli, van Cogh, Renoir, Matisse,

Picasso, Degas, Modigliani, Gauguin,

Chagall, et cetera.

The critical acclaim Guccione received

at the Ambassador Galleries' showing

was the impetus for the publishing of his

serigraphs. According to Ellie Miner,

"Bob Guccione's diverse hguratives and

still lifes reveal an introspective and

transcendent glimpse of inner worlds.

They are expressive, romantic and often

intensely poetic. Each work conveys a

complete thought by an artist in total

control of his medium."

The four serigraphs shown are

testimony to the fact that a true artist

never ceases to pursue his talent.

Purchase of the serigraphs can also be

made directly through Ambassador

Publishing, Inc.

AMBASSADOR PUBLISHING, INC. 1 37 SPRING STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10012

TELEPHONE: (212) 431-9431 FAX: (212) 431-8123



only have a view of person A, but you

really want to look at person B, C, or

D, you ought to be able to adjust to

that. You can do that with very-high-

speed networks.

Omni: Isn't there a possibility that a

vast visual network could create a

class of de facto agoraphobics, a gen-

eration of social misfits who sit endless-

ly mesmerized behind their computers,

cyberfreaks who never interact directly

with people?

Kahn: Any technology can have an ad-

verse affect on society, and one has to

be vigilant to ensure that doesn't hap-

pen. The idea of never leaving your

house because you're enthralled with vir-

tual reality is just a figment of your

imagination.

Omni: Can you venture a guess?

Kahn: Why speculate when you can ac-

tually run the experiment and see what

does happen? I'm not interested in spec-

ulation where you can't validate it. This

is analogous to being against ihe intro-

duction of fire because people would

be burning everybody's house down.

What would you do to avoid an uncer-

tain future? Not invent the technology?

Omni: Of course not. So. tell us about

ARPANET. How did working on the AR-

PANET help you to set up the super da-

ta network?

Kahn: Well, the ARPANET was
and built from scratch. We were ex-

ploring packet switching' as an alterna-

tive for data communications plus the

idea of computers communicating with

computers for such purposes as shar-

ing resources. Networking was all un-

charted territory. Later we got interested

in other kinds of networks, particularly

those that might work over satellites,

ground mobile radio, or wires in a build-

ing. So Vinton Cerf and I
developed an

architecture for linking together packet-

switching networks. That led to the de-

velopment of a set of protocols known
as TCP/IP, now the standards for link-

ing together networks around the

world into something called Internet.

From Internet we learned that build-

ing very-large-scale decentralized net-

works with multiple parties and no cen-

tral organization was doable. The his-

torical approach to building networks

was to have centralized control and man-

agement. But the Internet is the inter-

connection of these networks, owned
and operated by different parties and

encompassing different internal stand-

ards and conventions. The fact that the

whole collection could be brought to-

gether and function under the Internet

architecture was an important lesson.

Omni: What is the status of the test-

beds you're developing? Why five?

Kahn: We decided, essentially, to let

"five flowers bloom." All are expected

to come online soon, and each
testbed has a different research agen-

da. Industry's participation in providing

facilities or other support is' critical to the

success of the effort. The Aurora

testbed is located in the Northeast and

involves MIT, the University of Pennsyl-

vania, IBM, and Bellcore. The carriers

are MCI, Bell Atlantic, and Nynex. Au-

rora is primarily looking at the perfor-

mance of the different transmission and

switching alternatives, protocols, and
software. Existing packet-switching sys-

tems are too slow to send large

amounts of moving video images and

voice conversations across a network.

Aurora is trying to understand some ar-

chitecture issues and develop more pow-

erful switching systems to route digital-

ized data at high speeds.

Blanca involves AT&T, the Universi-

ty of Illinois, University of Wisconsin, Pa-

cific Bell Astronautics, UC-Berkeley,

and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. It's

developing network applications such

as atmospheric storm modeling and vis-

ualization and control techniques.

Casa is mainly an applications-orient-

ed testbed, but they also are develop-

ing applications for geophysical, glob-



al climate, and cheir.ca reaction mod-
eling. This involves CalTech, Jei Propuh
sion Laboratory, Los Alamos, and the

San Diego Supercomputer Center. The
carriers there are MCI, Pacific Bell, and
U.S. West. Nectar is another NSF-sup-
ported center jointly run by the Univer-

sity of Pittsburgh, the Pittsburgh Super-

computer Center, and Carnegie Mellon,

though the machines are about 30
miles oft campus in a Westinghouse lo-

cation. They are linking those two sites

at 2.4 gigabits and testing the software

needed to hook up computers into a
high-speed network.

Vistanet in North Carolina involves

three different parts of the University of

North Carolina, Bell South, and GTE. It's

the only testbed putting the switching

technology in carrier central offices.

They also have an application focused

on radiation oncology. Close to 100,000
cancer patients a year don't respond to

radiation therapy. If tumors could be bet-

ter located, up to 30,000 lives could be
saved each year. The idea is to do a

scan of the patient and have that data

available on a high-speed computer.

Computations can generate 3-D images
that can be moved around on graphic

machines to give doctors more accu-
rate ways to determine dosage levels

and radiate tumors without harming
healthy tissues.

Omni: What are "knowbots"?
Kahn: No one relishes having to learn

about the existence of hundreds of thou-

sands of independent da: abases or oth-

er resources plus all the commands
and structures for dealing with them. Do-

ing the equivalent of walking up and tell-

ing a librarian what you're looking for,

having the librarian go into the stacks

and get it is basically the idea of these

knowbot programs.

Omni: Was this something you guys
just dreamed up?
Kahn: It's not fair to say we just

dreamed it up. Like every other idea

around, there's some context for it. The
idea that entities can move around net-

works and deal with different resourc-

es emerged in the early networking of

the Sixties. Conceptually, the idea of mo-
bility of resources is as old as people,

but the idea of putting them together in

a digital library system was ours.

Our second generation of knowbot
systems interacts with databases at the

National Library of Medicine and Med-
ical Literature at Johns Hopkins. We are

hoping to get started on a third. Five or

ten years from now, knowbot programs
throughout the networks of the world

will be significantly advanced so that na-

tional libraries such as these will be wide-

ly used.

Omni: Because of their ability .to roam

NO ONE IN LYNCHBURG knew why Jack

Daniel missed work that spring day in 1904.

No one except his nephew Lem Motlow, who
was sworn to silence. You see, Mr. Jack was
bound for St. Louis and the World's Fair, where
his whiskey could be judged against

the world's finest. As it happened,

Jack Daniel returned to Lynchburg

with a lot less secrecy—and a gold

medal in his hand for the best

whiskey in the world. A sip, we
believe, will confirm the Fair's

judges knew their whiskey.

SMOOTH SIPPIN'
TENNESSEE WHISKEY

|

Tennessee Whiskey lO-^ »;«ho by ,;.|.,-.e :*n »E mwv. - Distilled and Bottled b)

lack Daniel Distiller, lav M:>:li». F.-^:-to:. Routs :. L»n:.-3u!j [Top 361), Tennessee 3735

Fisted ix <iu< N Gmemmimi.



unfettered throughout computer sys-

tems, these knowbots are sometimes

thought of as kin to computer viruses.

Is it possible they could clone them-

selves to take over the machines— as

in the Terminator movies?

Kahn: This is a figment of people's imag-

inations. No one building a practical sys-

tem would fall into that trap. And virus-

es are a bad analogy for many reasons.

Omni: Why is building a national digi-

tal library taking a lot longer than you

thought?

Kahn: We had hoped industry would

find this such an exciting idea that

Ihey'd fund it, but we iound there was
little motivation for investors to jump in.

The funding we've managed to raise

has been small compared to what the

task needs. A fundamental issue must

be solved before digital libraries be-

come a reality: intellectual property pro-

tection. There's obvious reluctance on

the part of rights holders to allow oth-

ers to access their property without ad-

equate compensation. The job is to en-

sure that by making intellectual prop-

erty available on the network, they won't

lose the value inherent in that resource.

One approach to dealing with this is-

sue is to use licensing agreements
that scope out the bounds of what one

can do with the material in a given do-

main, so the access is limited. Another

is to apply knowbot technology to lake

on the responsibility for protecting the

data by using encryption technology.

Omni: As this technology advances,

won't the world become divided into the

technological haves and have-nots?

Kahn: Now that's a serious issue and a

pervasive concern Iff the library com-
munity. A key assurnpiion behind the dig-

ital library is that people do have ac-

cess to these resources. We must take

great pains to make the information avail-

able to people who can't afford to buy

the technology. Libraries today are a

means by which people who otherwise

couldn't afford access to information

can get it. But what happens when the

libraries can't afford the technology? Fi-

nally, who pays what for access?

Another part of the problem is that

we don't know how to educate ordinary

people about information technology.

Hardly anybody—including the ex-

perts—uses computers to do more
than a tiny fraction of what's possible.

We are basically a nation of untrained

users. Few people can write computer

programs; few can read them. Very few

can design them or understand what

has to happen to make a computer do
a new function. The main reason is a

lack of good underlying infrastructure.

Omni: Highways need gas stations,

rest stops, and on-and-off ramps.

What will the infrastructure of the data

highway be?
Kahn: It's not a monolithic thing, like a

piece of concrete from here to there. It's

many things in many different conlexts:

a medical exchange, digital library, elec-

tronic marketplace, and national knowl-

edge bank. The infrastructure will con-

tinue to change as people invent new
technologies. But without the upper lay-

ers of infrastructure above the raw net-

work, it will be hard for people to use

the underlying capabilities. These high-

er layers of infrastructure make it pos-

sible to describe a task in fairly simple

terms and use the machine. To ask the

machine a simple question and get an

answer requires a system that can ac-

cess the relevant databases, know
what's in them, and have a knowledge

of linguistics to deal with them. That's

all part of infrastructure.

Omni: Will the national data network be

publicly or privately owned?
Kahn: Because gigabit-speed networks

will be very expensive, industry must ac-

tively participate. But industry's not go-

ing to make the necessary investment

until it understands there's really a mar-

ket for it, and the market won't develop

until the technology is in place. That's



what we're trying to address in the

testbed program—to understand the util-

ity of gigabit networks and what kind of

architectural alternatives might make
sense for actual implementation.

But the government clearly has a ma-

jor role to play in helping create ad-

vanced technologies involving long-

range investments and research and in

looking after the needs of the research

community, universities in particular.

The government should work to ensure

fair access, that it doesn't create a col-

lection of haves and have-nots. If we be-

come dependent on this technology,

the government must develop criteria to

protect the rights of individuals to ac-

cess information. This should be a ma-

jor area of continuing dialogue between

the government and private sector.

Omni: What's industry's role in this''

Kahn: The only way you can get network-

ing technology out to large numbers of

people is if they can buy and assimi-

late it into their normal working environ-

ments, just as they'd buy any other

piece of equipment. In the early days,

to get onto the Internet you had to be-

come expert at a lot of things. You had

to get all the pieces, plug them in, fig-

ure out what software you needed, and

engineer a connection. Today you just

plug in a gateway, router, or bridge, or

buy workstations and operating sys-

tems that come already configured.

Omni: Is there a Brave New World fear

that this network will enable the govern-

ment to invade our privacy? Maybe
even open the door to Big Brother and

tremendous societal control? What
about the Fourth Amendment, which pro-

tects us from illegal ses'cn and seizure?

Kahn: Again, we're back to the fire. You

can burn houses with fire or cook food

and heat your homes with it. With any

new technology you have to maintain

a vigil to see that it's used effectively

and that the rights of- people aren't in-

truded upon. Mitch Kapor has set up

the Electronic Frontier Foundation that

directly considers some of these issues.

Omni: What about the legendary oper-

ation Sun Devil, where the Secret Ser-

vice eavesdropped on computer bulle-

tin boards and used the information to

snare dozens of young hackers in a po-

lice dragnet? Many of them were re-

moved from their homes at gunpoint.

Were the hackers' civil rights violated7

Should we create new laws or expand

the Fourth Amendment to include com-

puter networks?

Kahn: The problem is not so much new
laws. I think 99.99 percent of the prob-

lem involves building understandable

models of activity and adopting inter-

pretations of terminology to make it

clear how the old laws apply. Every-

body knows what burglary means in

terms of their home because they

have a good model of everything that

pertains to their home. But tew people

have a model of what pertains to their

computer. They don't think about It in

the same terms. But those terms could

be applied to the computer domain,

and existing laws could be adapted to

deal with those problems once we
have the terminology right.

Omni: What about larger security is-

sues? As networks become more inter-

dependent, don't we become more vul-

nerable. One expert said: "If the Internet

worm were the equivalent of Three

Mile Island, then by the year 2000, we
would have a computer failure on the

magnitude of Chernobyl."

Kahn: This is like saying if your house

is burglarized, the way to solve the prob-

lem is to shut down the road system so

no burglar can ever get to your house.

You didn't get burglarized because the

road system failed. The real issue is the

ability of computer systems to protect

themselves.

Omni: But as networks become more inter-

dependent, couldn't we have a massive

failure that cripples the entire country?

Kahn: Any technology presents the pos-



sibility oi catastrophic failure. But the

very technology that letsyou design

these complicated systems will allow

you to uncover most of the problems as-

sociated with it. There is no such thing

as the perfectly reliable component, so

you build in backup systems. But ulti-

mately it becomes a cost tradeoff be-

tween how much you're willing to

spend to make the system fail-safe and

how much you're willing to risk.

Omni: What about infiltration by cy-

berpunk hackers or terrorists? Any sys-

tem that you can tap into through the

phone lines can be compromised. Who
can tell what kinds of informal connec-

tions are being made in the working

world so people can dial into their sys-

tems from home at night?

Kahn: If you keep things completely seg-

regated and not interconnected, these

problems can still show up. One must

breach physical security, but these hur-

dles, although burdensome, can still be

overcome. Long passwords make the

probability of someone actually guess-

ing arbitrarily small. But people don't

like to remember these long passwords,

so they take a simple one like their moth-

er's name or the street they live on, some-

thing fairly easy to guess. If it's infor-

mation you don't want anybody from the

outside to get, period, there's a simple

solution: Don't make it accessible from

the outside. There's no way electrons

are going to jump free space and get

into a system they're not connected to

unless a person physically carries

them there. And if you do connect the

systems, you can put in administrative

procedures that deny access.

But systems do have vulnerabilities-,

and that's where computer-security re-

search is useful. Systems operators

make a choice as to whether or not

they want to allow people to get in re-

motely. That's why most concerns

about military scenarios you read

about and see in movies are implausi-

ble: You can't get in externally to the

most critical of systems.

Let's look at it another way, Do you

have a security system in your house?

Omni: No.

Kahn: Why not?

Omni: Because I don't think anybody

is going to break in.

Kahn: But many homes are broken in-

to on a regular basis. If everybody put

a security system in their home, it

would discourage burglaries. But peo-

ple don't do it because they're unwill-

ing to make the economic tradeoff. It's

the same issue with network users.

But the real danger is cataclysmic fail-

ure. That gets to the heart of how tight-

ly interconnected and dependent every-

thing is. There's a larger risk that the

whole thing could be globally affected.

We're probably going to have an awful

lot of decentralization with multiple strat-

egies and backups in all these systems.

Omni: In older disciplines, such. as bi-

ology and nuclear physics, the hazards

are by now relatively well known. But it

wasn't always that way— scientists

were injured doing experiments or

through radiation exposure. We're only

now discovering the dangers inherent

in computer networks. What genie are

we allowing to escape from the bottle

created by massive data highways?

Kahn: Computer security is as much a

people problem as a technological prob-

lem. Every computer has people asso-

ciated with running it. It's just as easy

for someone cleaning the facilities at

night to inadvertently trip over a power

cord, pull the plug, and bring the sys-

tem down as it is for a hacker to bring

it down through some illegal act over a

telephone-line computer network. We
have to bite off.pieces of it and then im-

plement the pieces. But it's going too

slowly for my purposes.

Omni: Why so slowly?

Kahn: Remember what happened with

semiconductor technology. During the

late Seventies, the United States had

"/ think it's time we talked about your persona! work si.mc.
"
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Seven small ways
to stop

one big problem.

1. Take a deep breath. And
another. Then remember you
are the adult ...

2. Close your eves and imagine
you're hearing what your child

Is about to hear.

S. Press your lips together and
count to 10. Or, Better yet, to 20.

4. Put your child In a time-out

chair. (Remember the rule: one
time-out minute for each year of

ageJ

5. Phone a friend.

6. if someone can watch the
children, go outside and take a

7. write for parenting Information:

Parenting
P.O. BOX 2866
Chicago, IL 60690

Take time out
afc Don't Take it Hfl
TIT out on your child. ffiuVl

:he lead h ihis tec-noiogy and was pret-

ty complacent. Only a few years later

we lost it in that whole area. The same
kind of situation could potentially per-

tain here. If we don't provide the tech-

nology and infrastructure ourselves, it

could be created somewhere else, and
we'd lose control over it. We have the

lead today in computer software, in ar-

tificial intelligence, and we're pushing

forward smartly in multiprocessor archi-

tecture and high-performance comput-

ing. What's going to make all this tech-

nology useful is this infrastructure ca-

pability—so we need to focus on build-

ing that.

The electronic infrastructure is not a

monolith. It has many, many individual

pieces. After these individual pieces get

generated, they'll continue to be re-

fined, updated. New pieces of infrastruc-

ture will be required as new technology

is developed. It's a continuing process.

But take the- digital library. If we had

enough money to create srationa 1 dig-

ital library, with a few tens of millions of

dollars of investment, the rudimentary

structure of a national digital library

could be created in five years. So we're

moving relentlessly, but at a much slow-

er pace than desirable.

If I had access to sufficient resourc-

es and everybody's cooperation, we
could have one helluva infrastructure in

place by the end of the century. DQ
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AOJTinnATTER
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE FIFTH KIND:

Using whistles

and bells to speak with UFOs

UFOs to land so that

CSETI researchers

can go aboard. "Anony-

jry: Close encounter
...

- j ~i:eng intentional

htand sound.

; don't just head for the—
' wait for UFOs. In-

rUFOr

Not everyone agrees. I

;ace. Says Greer, "We
ink."—Paul McCarthy
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I by such nons

But affected they

'

Accc"
"

breaking the chain."

; Thus far, CLA has had

year ago, it has received

163 chain letters. As for

Emery, he jokes that "by

collecting all these chain

letters, I'm going to

fiction novels, movies,

and TV to convert any

unexplained aerial phe-

CHAIN LETTERS

ARE THREATENING, TIME-

CONSUMING, AND
OBNOXIOUS. YOU CAN
ELUDE THEIR GRASP
BY JOINING CHAIN LET-

TERS ANONYMOUS.

made a side trip to tf

Tip O'Neill.

Why did so mr~-
leading lights get m-

..—

1

? AcCorcjing
'

cal mental image of a
UFO. But psychologist

Linda Kerth is not so

sure. In an effort to te

the skeptic's c

Kerth, of the Rosebridge

Graduate-School of

Integrated Psychology in

Concord, California, com-
pared UFO drawings

made by seif-professed

witnesses with imagined

UFOs sketched by

nonsighters. Herfinding?

sroduced draw-

ings far less complex

n their imaginative

~'erparts:

rth argues that if

both groups cal! on the

same cultural imagery for

their sketches, the two

sets of drawings should

ice they are

stand too ul__ ....

To break the chain,

dence, Rhode Island

02940.—Allen Salzberg

tucky psychologist

Robert Baker. Baker

says the study is- flaw)

because you would

expect to find more
detailed recollections

from people who did /

media alone. The
son: UFOs on TV
physically c/osert,,.

allegedly real UFOs.
But Kerth does not

:

agree. "Many sightings

are lengthy and quite

close," she says. Still, to

allay criticism, she will

analyze a number of

drawings of alleged

extraterrestrials as well.
'.

To be part of Kerth's

study, please sketch the

given entity on a post-

card and mail it to Linda

Kerth, P.O. Box 5064,

Pittsburg, California

94565.—Paul McCarthy
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apply an academic's

more controversial start

Jrayer" shows the fear

the Ouija board, Ellis

trning his mas-
ter's degree in communi-

University this sumr
Chip Wells becam

based on the huh
superstar Madonna.

Wells devoted his entire
'

. titled Like a Tl

to exploring every frame of

Madonr

Ever since the Ouija
-~:~2 patented a

century ago, people have

the impact that their

writing had at the r

d it for

black men feel when
approached by police.

And when Madonna ends have

"Like a Prayer" with a Oui

irtain call, adds Wells, ager

she's poking fun at the part:

rock-video medium itself. psyc

ipic," says
Ted Clevenger, dean of

communication at FSU.
"Does Madonna belong

gious beliefs." maint

"""'studying t

—

t Ohio anc

'Ivania, Ellis ha
id "a strong correla

between fundamentalist Ell

religious groups and bo
Ouija-board use." Few way ui uui

violent or self-destructive religious t



KID STUFF
STOCKING STUFFERS:
Computer games can be teachers and toys in one

By Gregg Keizer

mobody smells the stale,

old-aunt's-house odor

of boredom faster than

a kid. Slip most kids a book, a

magazine, even a video that's

dusty with too-obvious education,

and they'll just turn the pages,

turn to the ads, or turn it off, To

pump some thoughts into their

progenies' heads, parents have

to be clever, devious, downright

deceitful. Fortunately, we've had

a lot of practice.

Even better, we've got help: oth-

er adults— like some of the peo-

ple who make kids' computer
software. The home computer,

which, by turns, serves as a pa-

tient teacher and a powerful en-

tertainer, or even a combination,

works hard as a parent's cocon-
spirator when it's equipped with

great programs.

For too long, software publish-

ers stuck to dry electronic work-

books and endless exercises in

geography. Boring. Now, though,

kid-savvy companies are trying a

different tack and giving as

much game as gainful education.

A handful of kids' digital stuff on

the shelves in time for the holi-

days, promises to bring a few new
twists, and some overlooked sub-

jects, to the home computer
screen. They're even good
enough to slip through your kids'

sense of smell.

Quarky and Quaysoo may
sound like the latest sugar-

bombed breakfast cereal, but

they're actually lead players in an

impressive PC program called

Quarky & Quaysoo's Turbo Sci-

ence, from Sierra. First in a

planned series, Turbo Science
wraps cartoon characters and
some competition around a core

of physical science. It's great fun,

even for adults, though it's aimed

at the middle-school crowrj—say,

9 to 13 year olds.

Harder to de-

scribe than it is to

play, Turbo Science

breaks its science in-

to 20 topics, from

electricity to aerody-

namics to volume
and mass, Broad
strokes, to say the

least, mark Turbo Sci-

ence, for this isn't

meant as a substi-

tute for a textbook,

but as an entertain-

ing walk through

some scientific prin-

ciples and factoids. Kids race

against computer opponents and

at stops along the way answer
questions. Some are simple

—

What's a good insulator against

electricity?—while others are hard-

er and require that kids use on-

screen measuring tools, like a

thermometer, scale, or volume me-

ter. If kids get stuck, the pro-

gram prompts them to read the

included book, which is filled

with useful facts and colorful, out-

-ageous artwork.

Zoo Keeper, a new multimedia

learning game from Davidson,

may be more traditional in its ap-

proach, but it's no less entertain-

ing. By merging a snappy game
with near-photographic-quality

images, speech, and realistic

sound effects, Zoo Keeper takes

kids on a walk through an elec-

tronic zoo. The idea is to clean up

the animals' habitats, which
have been messed up by—you
guessed it—more cartoon char-

acters. (Good thing kids like car-

toons.) In the process, children

learn a thing or two about more
than 50 creatures, most of them

on the endangered lists. Kids

pick up things that don't belong

in the habitats, feed the animals

appropriate food, and reset the

habitat controls to the proper tem-

perature and humidity. A pair of

binoculars lets kids view crisp,

high-resolution images of the an-

imals, and if the computer has an

audio board (such as a Sound
Blaster, for Instance), they'll hear

the animals' roars, chirps,

snarls, and growls.

The end result is awfully politi-

cally correct—kids release endan-

gered species back into the

wild—but Zoo Keeper doesn't

preach too stridently. It's an inter-

esting alternative to a real zoo, if

only because this digital park is

well stocked.

Maxis is famous for its SimX
line—the SimCity, SimEarth, Sim-

Ant, and SimLife quartet—and
though missing the Sim moniker,

its new El-Fish follows the party

line. Older kids—middle-school-

aged and up—and adults can

handle El-Fish (for Electronic

Fish), an aquatic genetic labora-

tory, You create new types of

fish by crossbreeding or mutat-

ing and then watch them realist-

ically swim inside the computer

screen, A mere toy for some, £7-

Fish nonetheless relies on some
serious science.

What with the high price of

kids' software (560 is pretty typi-

cal), you can't afford to .go

wrong. Turbo Science, Zoo Keep-
er, and El-Fish may not promise

a degree in science, but they'll

spark kids' interest. They're

worth the money, worth your

kids' time.

And they don't smell. DO
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ecological alterations [for dams, vast

quantities of.surface water] that it was
designed to do? Whether it actually dis-

appears is of less ecological interest."

Succession in the cities: "I'm not talk-

ing about your rich suburban soil

here," offers Mina Bassuk, director of Cor-

nell's Urban Horticulture Institute, "but

rubble, Ihe vacant lot at the end of the

street. We've planted many species un-

suited to the urban condition, and they

will vanish. They're disappearing now."

Artemisia, a fast-growing weed, prolif-

erates in cracKeci asphalt and concrete.

Skyscrapers, collecting pockets of

dirt, would be blanketed by this mem-
ber of the tarragon family, as it now col-

onizes verges and roadsides. Just as

today an abandoned Coney Island roll-

er coaster is a green "vine coaster,"

most surfaces that are climbabie will be

swaddled in climbing plants.

Some aliens, such as ailanthus, are

great competitors in poor conditions.

Temperate-zone cities may find their hu-

man population replaced head-for-

head by ailanthus, finding niches in eve-

ry pocket of dirt. Trees will be growing

from sides of buildings as from cliffs.

From the air, in a century or two, many
urban areas will be nearly hidden by can-

opies of these ancient trees, blooming

wildly in the late summer heat. Vegged-

over concrete rnou'"i:sirs will rise from

Get Relief
FromB
NeckEai
A Conservative Therapy,

Comprehensively Applied

The ii:iik Msi'mnc combines the most
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the confluence of cracked through-

ways. Climatic changes will occur. At-

mospheric content of carbon dioxide

might drop drastically. If revegetation

happened guickly, plants would tran-

spire more water to the atmosphere, so

the rainfall pattern of a-region might

change. Urban runoff would change a&
concrete crumbled and rain soaked in-

to surfaces formerly impervious.

In the vast areas of the globe devot-

ed to agriculture, animals who can

take advantage of the early succession-

al stages of plant communities will

once again develop extensive areas,

says Stanley Temple, a wildlife ecolo-

gist at the University of Wisconsin,

What about the bison—how long before

the return of the thundering millions?

Centuries will pass, says Temple, be-

fore they can reclaim their home range

on the plains. One former coal miner

from Bessemer, Wyoming, wished he

could stay around cutting fences to

speed the antelopes' return to their an-

cient migratory pathways.
.

There might be enough wild areas in

Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa, and Missouri

to restock prairie flora up to the Missis-

sippi. The bluegrasses would have to

the Mississippi to reclaim Illinois

and Indiana. If the river bends were

pinched off on the east bank, the prai-

rie might find bridges across.

"East of the Mississippi, bur-oak wood-

lands would advance a few feet a year

into the thorn thickets. Bur oak does

point maneuvers in the marching army

of forests. 'The warfare of forest and prai-

rie, of grass and wood, is an old one,"

writes Daniel Culross Peattie. It proba-

bly was going on before the glaciers

killed all life their ice caps rested up-

on. When the ice retreated, oak and

grass "took up their ancient quarrel."

When the climate tends toward the dry,

grasses advance; in moister periods,

oaks advance. An area like Illinois

could be covered by forests one millen-

nium and prairies the next.

Where the great primeval forests of

Morth America have been stripped

away, the first.tree to emerge might be

the flattopped hawthorn, no tree more
adept at invasion. On the farthest pe-

riphery of the encroaching woodland,

you would see hundreds of hawthorn

seedlings a few inches high. In old pas-

tures 50 years from now, there might be

oak and hickory groves surrounded by

a thorn forest of crab apple, wild plum,

feral apples, and pear.

Some satellite views of the Chesa-

peake Bay watershed: What might hap-

pen to that huge ecosystem if humans
left it alone7 With topsoil no longer

plowed, erosion would no longer spill

tons of earth into streams and rivers. Fer-
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tilizers, pesticides, and toxic waste will

cease draining into the tribularies.

The amount and quality of light reach-

ing a stream surface is determined by

its canopy of forest. Light influences wa-

ter temperature; temperature influenc-

es growth of water plants, metabolic ac-

tivity, and development of aquatic ani-

mal life. Reforestation of the Chesa-
peake watershed would readjust the net

heat exchange of its streams and so re-

arrange again what lives and dies in

streams and the Bay.

The Bay is affected by leaves, cones,

and wood falling into the river tributar-

ies (in deciduous forests, more than 80

percent of this input can be delivered

in the autumn). Leaves decompose in

streams and enter the food web. Fall-

en trees slow water's movement, cre-

ating stairstep gradients that dissipate

the stream's energy, resulting in less ero-

sion and greater habitat diversity than

in "clean" channels. Foresfs chemical-

ly transform dissolved organic matter

and nutrients as the water flows

through their root systems. Returning for-

ests will enrich the chemical status of

those streams: The streams contribufe

to the chemical mix of the Susquehan-

na and, ultimately, the Bay.

.

"It used to be that the damaged ar-

eas were the patches in wild systems,"

Cairns says. "Indians would clear a lit-

tle patch, grow a few crops, move on.

And the forest would come roaring

back. Today, damaged systems are the

majority and 'wild systems are the patch-

es, so nature's having a terrible time get-

ting things back. We must have those

wild places to lend to damaged plac-

es. Nature will throw everything at a dam-

aged place it can get there. Things

that should be there will live, and ones

that shouldn't will die. What ought to

come next will come if it's able. That's

the easiest way to restore a place."

In the end, a fantasy about a para-

dise regained without people is a

failed fantasy. We can't be builders, re-

storers, or observers and also take our-

selves out of the picture. In Changes in

the Land, William Cronon addresses the

issue of whether we want to imagine ec-

osystems in the absence of humanity or

whether we want to think of them and

us as having a kind of unified history

"One version of your question could

be," Cronon offers, "What would a sus-

tainable human relationship to an eco-

system look like? What kinds of modifi-

cations could people make without

destabilizing or damaging them?

What's the baseline against which we
should be measuring human impact on

an environment? That's more interest-

ing than the question about absence."

And maybe more answerable. DO
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COMETS
smaller, fainter objects. Instead of rely-

ing on photographic plates, moreover,

the Spacewatch telescope is connect-

ed to an array of light detectors- called

charge-coupled devices, or CCDs

—

that automatically pick out moving ob-

jects. Already this new technology has

paid off. On January 18. 1991, Space-

watch picked out a tiny (ten-meter) as-

teroid that came within 170,000 kilome-

ters of the earth— less than half the dis-

tance to the moon—making it the clos-

est near-miss ever recorded

But Spacewatch has limitations, too.

For instance, the light-detector array

can only look at relatively small patch-

es of sky. In a sense, comments Chap-

man, "it's like hunting for birds through

the narrow Meld of a telephoto lens."

Shoemaker and Ted Bowell, an as-

tronomer at Flagstaff's Lowell Observa-

tory, say the next step is a Spacewatch-

like search with the equivalent of a wide-

angle lens. Toward that end, they've

asked NASA for $1 million to renovate

an old Schmidt telescope at Lowell and

hook it up to a CCD array four times larg-

er than the one used by Spacewatch

With the new telescope, says Bowell,

113 OMNI

"we should find five times more near-

Earth asteroids than are now found in

all other programs combined."

If the scientists at NASA's recent de-

tection workshop have their way, how-

ever, even this effort will eventually be

eclipsed by the Spaceguard Survey, a

$50 million network of six telescopes

based around the world. After scanning

the skies for 25 years, Spaceguard is

expected to find 90 percent of the

large Earth-crossing asteroids, plus a

smaller percentage of nearby comets.

By identifying these potential intruders

in time to plan a response, says David

Morrison, chair of the detection work-

shop, Spaceguard should reduce the

risk of cosmic impacts by 75 percent.

Spaceguard would focus on Earth-

bound comets or asteroids capable of

killing a billion-, people or more. Notes

Shoemaker, "That's the kind of thing

that can really set you back."

According to the NASA panel, it

would take an extraterrestrial object at

least a kilometer in diameter, the size

of a respectable mountain, to cause

such a disaster. So far, scientists esti-

mate, there may be some 2,000 aster-

oids and 100 comets above the thresh-

old size. About a quarter of these 2,100

near-Earth objects will eventually hit our

planet, the experts say, landing maybe

once every 100,000 years. Objects two

kilometers or larger will hit once every

500,000 years. The rub is that only 150

of these objects have been identified.

After astronomers have discovered

the most likely suspects_, they will be

faced with the job ot determining pre-

cisely which object will hit when. For ex-

ample, an asteroid discovered on

June 16, 1992, was observed a dozen

times in the next month. "That gave us

a pretty good idea of its orbit," says Bow-

ell, "but not good enough to determine

where it will be ten years from now,

which we obviously have to do to de-

termine if there is a risk." The next step

is to find the asteroid on its subsequent

path around Ihe sun. "At that point,

you've pinned down its orbit pretty

well. You can predict its position to with-

in tens of thousands of miles for dec-

ades to come."
To establish orbits with still greater ac-

curacy, astronomers also rely on a tech-

nique called "prediscovery." Bowell ex-

plains: "It's like detective work. We
look through films taken in the past cen-

tury lor images of fast-moving asteroids,

things nobody nolicod before because

they weren't interested in them." Low-

ell Observatory, with a collection of

about 16,000 photographic plates

stored in basement vaults, is perhaps

the premier center for this line of work.

Finally, astronomers can use radar to

pinpoint an asteroid's location. When as-

tronomer Steve Ostro of JPL hears

about a newfound near-Earth asteroid,

for instance, he heads to the radio tel-

escopes at Arecibo, Puerto Rico, or

Goldstone, California, to bounce radar

beams off the object before it moves
out of range. "If the echoes are very

steady, it's possible in principle to

know its position to within a hundred me-

ters," he says. "You can pin it down to

within twenty or thirty meters."

What if one of these searches finds

an asteroid coming our way? Congress

asked NASA to study this contingency

in the January 1992 Los Alamos con-

ference, chaired by John Rather, NA-

SA's assistant director for Space Tech-

nology. For three days, an unlikely col-

lection of 90 astronomers, weapons
designees, rocKet engineers, and nucle-

ar physicists gathered in New Mexico

to discuss "asteroid defense"

schemes. "For many of us astronomers,

it was an introduction to the world of nu-

clear weapons and delivery systems,"

Ostro says.

"We went to this meeting expecting

it to be unusual, and we weren't disap-

pointed," Chapman adds. "All kinds of

crazy things were discussed, like using

antimatter to destroy asteroids. Or shoot-

ing 10,000 darts into an incoming ob-
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ject. Or having a fleet of 1 ,200 nuclear

missiles ready for launch at a mornenl's

notice." Other suggestions included

building "super bombs," nuclear target

practice on harmless asteroids, and a

flotilla of orbiting spacecraft loaded

with nukes.

The group concluded that the best

way to deflect an Earthbound asteroid

is to send up a nuclear-armed rocket

to intercept the object at its perihelion

—

the point in its orbit closest to the sun.

The device would then be exploded off

to' the side of the asteroid, giving it a

gentle push, nudging- it off its orbit, and

ultimately allowing it to sail past us With-

out incidenl.

Comets spotted only a tew months be-

fore a collision pose a special chal-

lenge. "The gentle-push strategy won't

work because there's not enough

time," explains workshop participant

Roderick Hyde, a physicist at the Law-

rence Livermore Lab. What's needed in

that instance, he adds, is the "blow it

to smithereens" approach. The idea is

to set off a nuclear bomb deep inside

the approaching comet, shattering it in-

to tiny pieces that would burn up in the

atmosphere if they ventured our way.

While most participants agreed on

the basic approaches to averting po-

tential collisions, sor-io astroromers and

weapons expels cHiofod over the mag-

nitude of the problem. Astronomers

were chiefly preoccupied with large

near-Earth objects more than a kilome-

ter in size, while advanced-technology

advocates soi.chl the capability to oblit-

erate objects down to 100-meter diam-

eters, which impact much more frequent-

ly but with localized rather than world-

wide effects. "I'm worried about things

that could make life pretty darn unpleas-

ant if they hit, even if they don't cause

the extinction of the human species,"

one participant noted. In support of

this "hawkish" position was a 1990 Liv-

ermore study coauthored by Lowell

Wood, creator of one of the most ex-

travagant Star Wars schemes. The re-

port, titled "Cosmic Bombardment II,"

proposed a cost-efficient shield against

"microasteroids," some smaller than

live meters ir diameter, the size ot a pick-

up truck.

To astronomers, on the other hand,

the notion of microasteroid defense is

absurd. "If five-meter objects posed a

threat to people on Earth, we'd certain-

ly hear about it," Morrison says. "We
don't, because hose cbects burn up

in the atmosphere long before they

reach the ground."

Though the exact nature of Ihe

threat is s: II ar issue, task-force mem-

bers agree lhat we must stand guard.

"We can't completely eliminate risk,"

Shoemaker says. But we can go a

long way toward reducing the extrater-

restrial hazard just by keeping track of

the rocks circling overhead like giant

buzzards in the sky. Although the chanc-

es of finding anything with our name on

it are slim, the cost of checking it out is

small, too, on the order of tens of mil-

lions of dollars a year.

On the other hand, developing an ac-

tual defensive posture against space

rocks will inevitably consume billions of

dollars. "I don't mind people thinking

out loud about antimatter weapons,"
Chapman says, "but spending signifi-

cant money on deflection strategies be-

fore we've found something coming our

way is really money burned." He even

questions whether society will be will-

ing to fund more modest programs like

Spaceguard.
Marsden, meanwhile, maintains that

identifying comets or asteroids on a col-

lision course with Earth would be a val-

uable contribution, among the most im-

portant an astronomer could make
"The essential point is that if one of

these things actually hits, it's all over,"

he says. "On the other hand, if we don't

learn about some distant quasar, it's not

going to kill us." DO
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VOLCANO
had once devoured the land. It's a
scene that whispers more than any pop-
psychology paperback about encour-

agement, hope, endurance, triumph
over adversity, and beauty from ashes.
When I got to Keanakakoi, the rainbow

.
ended right in the pit.

Many of the plants at the park are
rare and endangered, the last stand for

some embattled species. When the Ha-
waiian volcanoes emerged from the
ocean, they were sterile and lifeless. At
the rate of one successful new species
every 40,000 years, seeds and spores
of plants arrived in the jet streams and
the ocean currents and as gifts of mi-

gratory birds. In utter isolation, farther

from a landmass than any place else

on Earth, the plants and the birds

evolved into a unique biota.

The intrusions of civilization have
gravely imperiled the fragile island ec-
osystem. Within the park, in the middle
of lava flows, are areas called kipuka,

which were unmolested by the flows

and left as pristine islands of life in the

bleak, black desert. Some are quite

large and offer refuge to endemic spe-
cies of flora and fauna.

The trail at hilly Kipuka Puaulu
winds upward into dryland forest with

stands of giant ohia and magnificent

koa, once the king of the Hawaiian for-

est, The great 60- and 80-foot voyag-
ing canoes that carried the Polynesians
on their oceanic explorations were
carved from koa logs.

There are occasional benches along
the Kipuka trail so hikers can pause and
listen to a symphony heard no place
else— the honeyed notes of the apa-
pane, the little red bird with white britch-

es who drinks nectar from the lehua blos-

som, the warbling of the i'iwi, and the

big police whistle of the tiny oma'o.
Not all of the volcano's wonders are

within the national park. Along Route
130 out of Hilo, there's a scenic over-

look at Pahoa that affords a view of

steaming cinder cones. You have to

look carefully for a path descending in-

to the tangle of tall ferns. Local people
come here regularly, climb into the cin-

der cones, and enjoy a natural sauna.
Along the coast at Isaac Hale

Beach Park, a short shoreline hike to

the right of the park goes to a swimming
pool with crystal-clear water heated to

bath temperature by the volcano.

Nearby is Tree Molds State Park
with more lava sculptures, these older,

consoled by new forest that has grown

up around them.
People make pilgrimages to Kala-

pana, or at least to the place where the

village was until last year. The general
store is still there, empty, boarded. The
road is gone and so are the people.

On the shoulder of Highway 130,

boarded and resting on a wooden plat-

form, is the famous Star of the Sea Paint-

ed Church. It was rescued from the la-

va by volunteers who worked through
the night to truck it away as flames
licked at their backs.

There's more drama, more good sto-

ries, and more heroes on Hawaii's Big

Island than can be found in a week of

violent videos.

People who want to enter this haunt-
ing world can stay at the sunny coast-
al resorts of Kohaia and pop into hell

for a few hours, or they can stay a few
days at the park's only lodge, Volcano
House, right on the rim of Kilauea's sum-
mit crater, which is what we do. We
like the cool morning air, the cozy fire-

place, koa rocking chairs, and the din-

ing room that looks out on the weirdest
vista on the planet with volcanic steam
rising in spectral vapors. And If David
Clague is right, next time we'll be watch-
ing the most spectacular fireworks
show on Earth while eating our break-
fast of ohelo-berry pancakes. DQ
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HOW HIGH IS YOUR IQ?

Solve these analogies and find out

^
By Scot Morris

Different intelligence tests

have different kinds of

questions—vocabulary, spa-

tial reasoning, number
sequence, and so on—but
almost all IQ tests, have

some analogy-type ques-

tions. Experts consider the

ability to solve analogies the

best single indicator of

general intelligence be-

cause the mental processes

involved include most of the

basic components of ab-

stract, "intelligent" thought.

In 1987, Daryi Inman

created 100 analogy test

questions, drawing on such
diverse fields as physics,

music, mythology, and even

UFOs. Inman, a mental t

retardation specialist at

Mexia State School in

Mexia. Texas, belongs to

several High IQ (HIQ)

societies, including the Top

One Percent Society. TOPS
is headed by Ronald K.

Hoeflin, creator of the Mega
Test, which appeared in the

April 1985 issue of Omni
and was recognized by the

Guinness Book of World

Records as the world's

hardest IQ test. Among the

highest scorers on Hoeflin's

Mega Test were John
Sununu, then governor of

New Hampshire and later

President Bush's chief of

staff, and Marilyn v'os

Savant, listed in the

Guinness Book of World

Records Hall of Fame for

"Highest IQ" and now a

regular columnist for Parade
magazine.

Inman published his

100-item test in several HIQ
journals and asked readers

to send him their answers.

He sent his samples to

Christopher Harding, a

118 OMNI

psychometrist in Queens-
land, Australia, and himself

a former Guinness record-

holder with one of the

highest lQs ever measured

—

197 on the Binettest.

Harding analyzed each item

as a predictor of tested -.

intelligence^ He kept only

the questions that members
of ultra-HIQ societies an-

swered correctly more often

than did members of merely

HIQ societies such as

Mensa. He dropped 41

items, weighted each of the

remaining 59 according to

difficulty, and wrote a

computer program for figur-

ing IQs.
,

The Quest Test, present-

ed here exclusively for the

first time' outside of a journal,

is most reliable for measur-

ing IQs between 132 and
166. Print your answers in

the appropriate spaces on

the answer sheet- on page
120. There is no time limit for

completing the test, al-

though Inman suggests

allowing no longer than a

month. You may consult any
books you want, but. you

shouldn't ask others for

assistance. There is no
penalty for wrong answers

To have your test scored

and your IQ computed,

send $5 (check or money
order payable to Omni
Quest Test) and a copy of

your answers to Omni Quest

Test, 324 West Wendover
Avenue, Suite 205, Greens-

boro, North Carolina 27408.

In six to eight weeks, you'll

receive your raw score, your

IQ, and your percentile

performance in relation to

the general population.

You'll also get a fist of ten

High-, Very High-, and Ultra

High-IQ societies, their

addresses, and thejrmember-

ship criteria. TOPS and
another High-IQ society

called the One in a

Thousand Society have

already agreed to accept

the results of the Quest Test

for admission if they are

postmarked before March 1,

1993. You may take the test

as many times as you like,

but these two societies will

consider only the results of

your firs! attempt for

admittance.

We'will print the answers

to this test, along with a full

report on how Omni readers

fared, in the May 1993

issue. To have your score

included in our report,

please send your test in to

be scored by January 8,

1993. Please note that you

cannot compute your.lQ

solely from the test answers

because each test question

is weighted according to its

difficulty,

DIRECTIONS: Provide the

word that best completes

each analogy. For example,

in the analogy American:

(is to) Astronaut :: (as)
'

Russian: (is to) ,



PUN-MAKING SOFTWARE: &bracadata

Mighty Draw is an object-oriented drawing program that

creates flowcharts, pie, column and bar charts, electronic

schematics, network diagrams, flyers, newsletters, greeting

cards, logos, and more. Mighty Draw's extensive library of

hundreds of pre-drawn symbols utilizes a library feature which
provides quick access to multiple symbol libraries.

VSuii =
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Mac Zone Price

.

PC Zone Price .

.

..6162..

. 11735.

.

$26

$24 o<

GRAPHIC
VEGETABLE

GARDEN DESIGN

SPROUT! is a complete

planning tool for vegetable

gardeners. Its unique planting

tool produces a graphic,

scalable garden plan with

correct plant and row spacing.

In addition, SPROUT! contains

a fully editable database of vegetables for 7 climate regions; and it

prints out garden layouts, calendars, shopping lists, and reports.

Mac Zone Price

5085 $42 M
PC Zone Price

10794. (36 "0

DESIGN YOUR OWN HOME" DESIGN YOUR OWN RAILROAD"

INTERIORS LANDSCAPE
Draw loom plans, arrange furniture Create complete landscape plans,
and explore color schemes. Great age plants to determine correct
for kiichsn and bath design! p accrr-ftr-:. anu piepre shopping

list for your trip to the nursery.

Mac Zone Price Per Program s58 00

PC Zone Price Per Program s34 m

ai2ss For FREE Color Catalog or information on App1<

Design precision, to-scale, (HO, N, Z, 0, S, G) layouts and run

realistic railroad simulations. * Macintosh version coming soon

*PC Zone Price 9944 $38 00

800-248-0800

800-258-2088}
U programs: Call: 800-451-4871 or FAX: 503-683-1925



GAnnes

QUEST TEST
1. Mother: Maternal ::

Stepmother:

2. Club: Axe :: Claviform:

3. Cook Food: Pressure

Cooker :: Kill Germs:

4. Water: Air :: Hydraulic:

5. Prediction: Dirac ::

Proof: _

6. Raised: Sunken :

Cameo:

.

7. 1: 14 :: Pound:

8. Malay: Amok ;: Eskimo

Women:
9. Sexual Intercourse: A

Virgin :: Bearing Children:

10. Jaundice, Vomiting,

Hemorrhages: Syndrome ::

Jaundice:

.

11. Guitar: Cello :: Segovia:

12. Bars: Leaves :: Eagle:

13. Roll:. Aileron :: Yaw:

14. 100: Century :: 10,000:

1.6. Logic: Philosophy :: To

Know Without Conscious

17. Alive: Parasite :: Dead:

18. Sea: Land :: Strait:

19. Moses: Fluvial :: Noah:

20. Remnant: Whole ::

Meteorite: _

21. Opossum, Kangaroo,

Wombat: Marsupial ::

Salmon, Sturgeon, Shad:

22. Twain/Clemens: Allonym

:: White House/President:

23. Sculptor: Judoka :: Fine:

36. River: Fluvial :: Rain:

25. Matthew, Mark, Luke,

John: Gospels :: Joshua-

Malachi: _

26. Luminous Flux: Lumen :

Sound Absorption:

27. 2: 3 :: He: .

28. Growth: Temperature ::

Pituitary Gland:

30. Epigram: Anthology :;-

Foreign Passages:

31. Pathogen: Thermometer

:: Lethal Wave:

33. involuntary: Sternutatory

Voluntary:

34. Unusual Hunger: Bulimia

:: Hunger for the Unusual:

35. Blind: Stag :: Tiresias:

37. Country: City :: Tariff:

38. S/Dollar: Logogram :: 3,

5, 14, 20/Cent:

39. Lung Capacity: Spiro-

meter :: Arterial Pressure:

40. Gold: Ductile "Ceramic:

41. 7: 8 :: Uranium:

42. Judaism: Messiah ::

Islam: .

43. Sight: Amaurosis ::

Smell: ;

'.

44. Oceans: Cousteau ::

Close Encounters of the

Third Kind:

45. Diamond/Kimberlite:

Perimorph :: Fungus/Oak:

46. Compulsion to Pull

One's Hair: Trichotillomania

.:: Imagine Oneself As a

Beast: ;
.

47. Cross: Neutralism ::

Hexagram:

48: Wing: Tail :: Fuselage:

49. Bell: Loud :: Speak:

50. Benevolence: Beg ::

Philanthropist:

51. 10: Decimal ::

20: -

52. Five-sided Polyhedron:

Pentahedron ::

Faces of Parallelepiped

Bounded by a Square:

53. Motor: Helicopter ::

Airflow: _

54. Man: Ant :: Barter:

55. United States: Soviet

Union :: Cubism:

56. State: Stipend :: Church:

57. Motorcycle: Bicycle

Motordrome: _

58. Transparent: Porous ::

Obsidian:

.

59.7ir2 h: Vznr2 h :: Cylinder:

Address _

Additional Information (optional):

Age: Sex: Education: .

Results of other IQ or aptitude tests, H
known: .
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& Earth combines
beautiful high resolution VGA graphics with over 575
challenging puzzles, a captivating card game and a
unique computer toy. Each element can be played
independently or combined to create the ultimate chal-

lenge^—The Pilgrimage. Whether novice or expert, every-

one will become enchanted with Heaven & Earth. To
order; visit your software retaiier or call 1-800-688-1520.

-Publishing International and Buena Vista Software, A
Software Resources International Production.

^^#verwhelm your favorite

driver. Passport 1000 Laser, the world's first traffic laser

detector, is the perfect gift for the serious driver. Teamed
with a radar detector, it provides total peace-of-mind
driving. Best of all it costs only S99. To order, call; 1-800-

433-3487. Department 5254N2.

ru the best-selling

board game is back and better than ever with greatly

enhanced graphics and features for your computer.
Play MONOPOLY DELUXE with up to ten players: friends,

computer or a mixture of both. MONOPOLY DELUXE fea-

tures dazzling animations, the ability to play by traditional

rules or house rules that you make up, a Game Activity

Lag and incredible sound effects with SoundBlaster'"

sound board, MONOPOLY DELUXE Is also available for

Windows'".

he PCC-900 is the latest

example of Pioneer's commitment to advanced com-
pact cellular technology. The new lightweight phone
can make and take calls wherever you go. For a free

brochure call 1-800-421-1602.
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duol cassette, the Memorex MX 5300 Portable CD Plover

lets you make quick copies of your favorite CDs and
tapes, It also features a bass boost switch for q fuller.

richer sound. Not to mention an AM/FM radio. Sounds

like the perfect gift,

^D Express'" is the easiest.

most complete, and most affordable way for your family

to experience the world of advanced interactive CD-

ROM technology. CD Express" Includes the CDR-25
Multimedia PC compliant CD-ROM reader along with 10

of today's most popular, Innovative CD-ROM software

titles and a pair of amplified stereo speakers. CD Express'"

is available in versions for IBM PC and 100% compatibles,

and Apple'5 Macintosh 1 computers. For more Information

call 1-800-NEC-1NFO.

his informative, education-

al, full color documentary video offers an up close and
personal view of the historic Space Shuttle Program in all

its majesty. A must for your video collection. To order,

send check or money order for S29.95, plus S3.50 ship-

ping and handling (Florida residents add 6% tax), to:

Space Coast Marketing & Research, P.O Box 540415,

Meritt Island, FL 32954. Or for more Information, call 1-407-

459-0299.

s W998, the lat-

est in the 990 series, is built on the new Sll last for

improved fit. It features New Balance advanced ENCAP
if technology In the 3-density removable insert, adding

the latest In superior shock absorbancy. A 2-density C-

CAP5 midsole and ENCAP11 wedge provide excellent

cushioning and support, while limiting overpronation

(the tendency for the ankle to roll inward). The W998 Is

designed for the runner who is looking for the best in

ning and stability.



3 Boy-the compact
video game system for hand-held video game action!

You can choose from over 200 interchangeable sports,

action and puzzle games, Game Boy comes with Tetris

game pak. stereo earphones, and batteries for endless

hours of fun! All for only S79.95 suggested retail. Call

1 -SOO-255-3700 for more details.

I here are over 20 different

Nikon Binoculars, all backed by a 25-year limited warran-

ty. Choose from our#l ratec compact:,, waterproof, rub-

ber armored models: Stay-Focus Plus II* Series with both

no-focus and central focusing: and top-rated rubber
armored sporting scopes. Write: Nikon, Inc., Dept. N26.

19601 Hamilton Ave., Torrance, CA 90502-1309.

I ake it from 2 guys who do a
lot of traveling, there's no better gift than a Motorola cel-

lular phone. Anybody who's going places will really

appreciate a Motorola cellular telephone. The fact is, it's

one of the best made cellular phones in the world. Which
is probably why it's such a hot gift idea this holiday sea-

son, Motorola, Technology that can take it. For more
information call 1-800-331^456.

1 1 took 2,000 years for some-
one to make chess better. The power and sound of CD-
ROM brings the most challenging game on earth to life

in Bottle Chess". An entire medieval world at war Is

reflected on the checkered field. Lots of computer chess

games capture the basics of chess. But now the power
of CD-ROM lets Battle Chess bring the game to life by
combining a magnificent chess logic system with color-

ful, humorous and dramatic three-dimensional anima-
tions, a dramatic musical score, superb sound effects

and a complete talking tutorial! To order Battle Chess
Enhanced CD ROM call 1-800-969-GAME. Interplay

Productions, 1 7922 Fitch Avenue, Irvine. CA. 92714.
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Introducing Technology for

LUCID
DREAMING
Lucid Dreaming, iheability todream with full

awareness thai you are dreaming, opens a

doorto the amazing creative powerofdreams.

Recent scientific advances have revealed that

the power of lucid dreaming is within the

capacity of most people. With lucid dreams,

you can expand your life, explore your mind,

overcome nightmares, live your fantasies, and

try out new ideas in theultimate virtual reality!

The Lucorry Institute, founded by dream

research pioneer Dr. Stephen LaBerge, now

presents lucid dreaming trainingand technol-

ogy, with the belief that widespread practice

of lucid dreaming will contribute to the evolu-

tion of human society. Our tools are:

THE DREWLlGlff® This powerful device is

slate-of-lhe-art lucid dream induction tech-

nology.' Suitable for research as well as per-

sonal use, the DreamLight is a biofeedback

computer whose functions include detecting

REM sleep, stimulating lucidity, improving

dream recall, and storing sleep pattern data.

Available now—call for special price.

THE DreamUnk® For anyone waiting to learn

or improve their ability at lucid dreaming, this

device is simple and affordable. Available

soon—call io reserve yours today!

The Lucidity Institute also has a membership

society with a quarterly newsletter, and offers

books, tapes, seminars, and a home study

program for developing your lucid dreaming

proficiency {membership & course included

with the DreamLight or DreamLink).

For more information, call: (41 5) 321-9969

THE LUCIDITY INSTITUTE, INC.

2555 Park Blvd., #2, Palo Alio, CA 94306

DAZZLE YOUR AUDIENCE
""•" LASER POINTER

Capture your audience with this ...;,,

powerful presentation tooll ^^

INTRODUCING THE
OMNI EMPORIUM
OMNI now otters direct marketers a

product showcase custom tailored to

their special advertising needs.

Reaching nearly 4 million readers, the

"OMNI EMPORIUM'^ will consist ot

small space classitied ads.

Display rates:

$700 for 2-1/8" X1' ad
to $1,950 for 1/6 ad

An ofiset film positive (RRED, 120 line

screen) is requested. If necessary,

OMNI will provide creative assistance

to advertisers at an additional cost.

Payment must accompany all ad
orders and must be in the torm of a

check, bank check or money order.

Please enclose a sample ol your

product or catalog with your ad, as

well as your street address and phone
number, otherwise your ad will

be returned. All ads are subject to

acceptance by OMNI. Deadline for

the materials is the 1st of the second

month preceeding the issue date.

For further details write:

OMNI EMPORIUM
1965 Broadway, New York, N.Y.10023

Qr call:

Maria Manaseri

Phone/Fax:
516-757-9562

SMART DRUGS

PRIMETIME
CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS
Converters, Accessories Lowest Prices

mi ft, free c at3lna: (800) 777-7731^

CABLE TV "BOXES"
WHOLESALE PRICES!

CONVERTERS • DESCRAMBLERS

REMOTE CONTROLS •

ACCESSORIES

CALL FOR A
CATALOG NOW!

-BEST PRICES-
-BEST WARRANTIES-
-IMMEDIATE SHIPPING-

-CREDIT CARD OR COL>-

LAKE SYLVAN
SALES, INC.

1-800-800-4582
CALL US FIRST-

YOU'LL CALL US LAST!



HAMLIN-OAK-PIONEER
SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA
•24 HOUR SHIPMENTS!

•MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
•QUANTITY DISCOUNTS!

MASTER CARD / AMEX / VISA / C.O.D.

i-i-Ha
'""'

-

: '!

Mj Have make and model number of^ equipment used in your area ready.

g& CALL TOLL-FREE

} 1-800-284-8432 J
Sli CABLE WAREHOUSE &
^ 10117 WestOakland Park Blvd., ^W Suite515,Sunrise.FL33351 *
7* ' TO FIOH/Dfl SALES Jj

FREE CATALOG! 1-800-345-8927
JERROLO HAMLIN OAK ETC.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS

fCABLE TV 1

| DE'SCRAMBLERS i

WE'LL BEATI
I ANY PRICEJ
§ JERR0LD-T0C0M-ZENITH X

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS
How You Can Save Money

on Cable Rental Fees

Jerrold, Pioneer, Scientific Atlanta

FREE 20 page CatalogrBesI Prices

30 Day Money Back Guarantee
Call Toll Free Mon-Fri: 9-6 EST

1-800-772-6244
US Cable TV Inc. Dept. KOM12

Cable TV Descramblers
1-800-729-1776

Free Catalog

TKA
ELECTRONICS

SKELETON KEY ~~

\ FITS MOST LOCKS

CABLE TV CONVERTERS
All makes and models
Quality Equipment

Shipped within 24 hrs

Years of customers
complete satisfaction

L&L ELECTRONICS INC.
143D Miner St. Suite 522 Des Plai

b 1-800-542-9425 m

Cable TV
- DESCRAMBLERS

1-800-835-2330
free catalog

• mind machines
• Video
Stabilizers

• Electronic
bugging Devices

multi-vision electronics

INVENTORS!
YOUR FIRST STEP IS IMPORTANT...

FOR FREE ADVICE, CALL
ADVANCED PATENT SERVICES
COMPLETE PATENTING & MARKETFNG SERVICES

Washington, DC 1-800-458-0352

Be yourown
weatherman.

E4TURF.S INCLUDE: -Highs & Lows

Invde j Oi.Tiide Tempi Imimt Metric

vVinii Speed K- Direclion Canveraans

Inside Humidity Outside Humidin

Time & Date * ^'ew
'
)|>lr

"
!- ,!3l

'on

Baromai/ ^*\ •«»'' Oplon

,,..
.

,
\ • ,

*- ^pp-
Weather Monitor II

Howe Weather Station

Order loday.T -800-678- 3 £.69 OM624B

DllhilWl 1U\ -
f -.., L-,<; :



LAST WJORD
MACHINE MAD:
Technology isn't always what it's cracked up to be

By Peter Callahan

Sometimes, the resident

of Woodside say, ii the

wind is right, you can

hear the screams pierce the

cool night, jangling nerves, mak-

ing the dogs howl. For just a tew

miles down Highway 84, nestled

in the heart of California's Silicon

Valley, lies the last hope for a grow-

ing number of desperate Ameri-

cans: the Thomas Edison Clinic

for the treatment of technoholics.

"A lot of these people don't

even realize they have a prob-

lem," explains Dr. Douglass Alli-

good as he shows a visitor

around the 40-acre spread.

"They're in denial right up to the

end, trying to hide their pagers in

their underwear when their fami-

lies check them in."

By any account, the first five

days at the Edison Clinic are the

toughest. This withdrawal period

can be brutal, and it's the an-

guished cries of these new pa-

tients that echo through the val-

ley. Upon admittance, the tech-

noholic spends 24 hours a day

locked in a room with only a ker-

Peter Callahan Is

In no danger

a a tech-

noholic. He

lives in Venioe,

California,

where ha is still

trying to

master his hope-

lessly out-

dated Apple He.

osene lamp and a few hardcov-

er books. No phone calls are al-

lowed, no television, and commu-
nication is limited to face-to-face

conversations with staffers regard-

ing nineteenth-century pastimes.

Upon completing detoxifica-

tion, the new patient begins oc-

cupational therapy, relearning ba-

sic skills such as dialing a rotary

phone, writing on paper with a

pen, and long division without the

aid of a calculator. Recreation

hour is spent mastering the yo-

yo. In the evening, meetings are

held on the rolling lawn in front of

the main house, and it is here

where technoholics share their

troubled histories and discover

they are not alone.

"I guess I hit rock bottom the"

morning my garage-door opener

broke," Ted W., a stockbroker

from Los Angeles, tells the assem-

bled group. "I was stuck in the ga-

rage for three days. It wasn't un-

til I got here that I realized I

could have just opened the door

with my hands."

A young woman in her thirties

rises, taking her turn in front of the

group. "My name is Ann, and I'm

a technoholic."

Hi Ann!
"I never thought I'd become an

addict," says Ann, a marketing

rep from Phoenix, "like those peo-

ple you see hanging around the

mall, waiting for Sharper Image to

open, I first experimented with

call waiting, thinking it was okay

because practically everybody

had it. Then I got three-way call-

ing, and from there things just

snowballed. Before I knew it, I

had maxed out my credit cards

on everything from portable fax

machines to two-inch TVs."

Perhaps the most tragic cases

at Edison are the children. Many
are born addicted, never know-

ing a life without Nintendo and

Franklin electronic dictionaries.

Ten-year-old Billy (not his real

name) was admitted by his

alarmed grandparents after his fa-

ther, a Palo Alto computer ana-

lyst, left him in their care while on

a jet-skiing expedition in Maui.

"Gramps said there used to be

clocks with hands on them," Bil-

ly confides to a visitor, "but I don't

believe it."

While technoholics as young

as Billy are often the most difficult

to treat, Dr. Alligood says his clin-

ic boasts an overall success rate

of 85 percent. Still, it's the few

who don't complete the program

that saddens the doctor. "Occa-

sionally someone will flee the

grounds the first chance they get,

and later we'll find them in town,

pumping quarters into some vid-

eogame. It's heartbreaking, but

we can't make these people get

well if they don't want to."

Exactly what "well" means is a

source of controversy. While the

A.M.A. refuses to categorize tech-

nohoiism as a disease, Dr. Alli-

good and others in the field be-

lieve that recognizing the prob-

lem is the first step in helping the

afflicted recover and once again

lead normal, healthy lives.

Toward this end, the last few

weeks of the program are spent

reintegrating patients into the mod-

ern world—within strict guide-

lines, "We have a TV room,"

says Dr. Alligood, "but it's an old

black-and-white set with rabbit

ears. It only picks up a few sta-

tions, and if the patients don't

like the show they're watching,

they have to get up and change

the channel manually." Similarly,

when students graduate the writ-

ing and penmanship program,

they are trained to use 1960s-

era electric typewriters as their fu-

ture means of correspondence.

"The key to recovery," says Dr.

Alligood, "is acknowledging that

one is powerless in the face of

technology. Only then can the

healing process begin. "OQ


